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READ MORE ON PAGE 38.
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62 MOUNTAINS

Meet Joe Nunn, namesake
of bike-fixing operation Joe’s
Garage, which has been keeping Calgary cyclists rolling for
15 years now. Plus, a Mount
Royal University course that
creates real-life civic solutions
and a local group that is helping to make tech accessible
to all.

Not just a waystation between
Fernie and Kimberley, BC,
Cranbrook is a destination in
its own right, with top-notch
fishing and golfing, and interesting historic sites to explore.

45 DINING
Inside The Inn on Officers’
Garden, a new boutique
hotel, event space and dining destination with unique
health-screening and cleaning
systems to keep guests safe.

17 INNOVATION,
ACTUALLY
Our second Innovation Issue
takes a look at some of the
extraordinary individuals and
companies in Calgary creating world-class innovations.

66 DECOR

By Ernest Granson, Travis Klemp
and Michaela Ream

A peek at some truly showstopping landscaping projects
by local designers.

30 CALGARY’S
UNICORNS

72 THE LIST
Jon Cornish, former Calgary
Stampeder and founder and
president of the Black Chambers business group, on what
he loves in Calgary.

The esteemed energyindustry analyst, author and
speaker has advised governments and investors all over
the world on global energy
issues, though he is equally
in his element engaging with
everyday Albertans.
By Shelley Arnusch

50 ROOM TO AGE
The city offers a variety of
housing options for seniors,
but change is still needed.
By Nathan Kunz

“Unicorns” are companies
valued at $1 billion or more.
There have been four Calgary
unicorns in recent years. The
question now is: Who will be
number five?

56 HEALTHY AGING

By Michaela Ream

By Karin Olafson and Nathan Kunz

It’s never too early, nor too
late, to start down the path
to healthy aging. We connect
with local experts, who share
their evidence-based advice.
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Only a few suites left
Located in the heart of Kensington,
The Annex offers urban living at its finest.
Surrounded by historic buildings and modern architecture, this vibrant and

You can take an

culturally rich community has it all! With instant access to Sunnyside station,

easy step forward into

the Bow River pathway system, and Calgary’s best shops and restaurants,

your desired lifestyle.

you can enjoy luxury living with unparalleled accessibility.

Move-in ready suites
are available now.

The Annex is targeting LEED Gold Certification, a globally recognized
standard in green building and sustainable design. Investing in

Don’t delay, only a few remain!

The Annex gives homeowners the opportunity to invest in better

Visit our show suites today and

health, a greener planet, and a more sustainable future.

find the next you at The Annex!

CONTACT US AT

403.351.0235
TheAnnex@minto.com
theannexkensington.com

EDITOR’S NOTE

THE TALENT
TO INNOVATE
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Käthe Lemon
Editor-in-Chief
klemon@redpointmedia.ca

It’s not as if the innovation economy is new
here. In 1921, the provincial government established what would evolve into Alberta Innovates,
the provincial Crown corporation responsible
for promoting innovation. One hundred years
later, that organization, the Platinum Sponsor of
this year’s Innovation Event, is continuing to help
Albertans develop transformative industries.
“Albertans are innovative and creative, it’s in
their DNA,” says Alberta Innovates CEO Laura
Kilcrease. “We seek out new paths to the future,
applying new knowledge and technologies to traditional sectors like agriculture, health and energy. At
the same time, we’re using data, digital technologies,
artificial intelligence, cleantech and other emerging
technologies to pivot to new opportunities across
sectors ... The next century will bring unbound
opportunities with technologies and innovations we
can only imagine today. We need to make sure that
Albertans can grasp those opportunities.”
Even more important than changing how
people think about Calgary is changing our own
opinions of what talent looks like. We need to
open opportunities to all kinds of individuals,
examine our workplaces and investment strategies to encourage marginalized groups of all kinds
to have meaningful participation at all levels. As
much as we need to attract talent, growing, retaining, recognizing and encouraging the existing
talent pool is what is truly going to set us on the
path to an innovative future.
To paraphrase Robert Frost, the only way out is
through innovation.

presented with Alberta
Innovates, on June 16,
for conversations on talent,
tech investment, the future
of food, and an interview
with Peter Tertzakian, this
month’s profile subject, about
Energyphile and the evolution of
publishing. Register for
this free event at
AvenueCalgary.com/
innovationevent

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JARED SYCH
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algary’s economy is moving
forward into one that is built
on the brainpower and ingenuity of our human resources,
rather than carved out of our
natural resources. The more
we diversify our economy, the
more important it becomes to grow, attract and
retain talent.
Ever since the city’s failed bid in 2018 to be the
home of the second headquarters for Amazon,
Calgary Economic Development has aimed to make
the city “Canada’s destination for talent.” As we set
out to create our second annual Innovation Issue,
it became clear quite quickly that talent would be a
major focus. What we heard over and over was that
we not only need to diversify the companies based
here, we also need to diversify what we think of as
talent and who we recognize as being talented.
Many of the people we’ve spoken to working in
innovation, across sectors, have noted the difficulty
of getting the word out about the work they do —
in general, people just don’t realize how much is
already going on in the city in terms of developing
technology, to name an example. The idea that there
isn’t innovation here becomes self-fulfilling and the
talent and investment flows to the places that have
a reputation for being at the forefront of the action.
For us to turn Calgary into not only a destination
for talent, but also a centre for innovation, we need
to build a reputation of being a place with a lot going on. This will help attract the next generation of
entrepreneurs, investors and employees.

Join us for the

GARDEN LOFT

Prefabricated Age-in-Place Suite craned into your backyard
Are your mom and dad struggling with living on their own? In a perfect
world, they’d simply move into your house. But the world is rarely perfect.
Most families don’t have the extra space, or their house isn’t suitable for
someone with elevated needs. Sometimes, the lack of privacy would make it
too difficult to live together under one roof. Until now, the only options are to
look for a different house, undertake a major renovation, or prematurely place
mom and dad in a nursing home.
Garden Loft offers a better alternative. Our Age-in-Place Suite has advanced
safety and support features to help your loved ones continue to live
independently. Garden Loft provides enough separation so that everyone
has the privacy they need without jeopardizing safety and quality of support.
When no longer needed for aging-in-place, Garden Loft can become a home
office, teenager retreat, or almost anything else you need. Or it can be resold
to another family and moved.

Book a virtual or in-person tour of our Show Suite
www.gardenloft.ca
Housebrand, celebrating 25 years of residential design-build in Calgary

garden loft
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our primer on the hottest local frozen treats to
keep you cool this summer.

#Vanlife
A peek inside artist and designer
Maya Gohill’s super-stylish RV.

SUBSCRIBE
by June 4 to get the summer
issue to your door. Three-issue
subscription $15, one-year $27.95.
redpoint-media.com

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y J A M I E L AW T O N

Subscriptions

There’s not
a single
reason to
trust us.
There are billions.
At ATB, we prefer being frank with financial advice. We’re able to talk honestly, having taken
the time to understand your individual needs. This also means you get a more personalized
service and real peace of mind. So, before you make any investment decisions, talk with
one of our wealth experts. You’ll soon discover that you’re in very capable hands, and that
regardless of an uncertain economy, you can be certain of our advice.

atb.com/trust
ATB Wealth consists of a range of ﬁnancial services provided by ATB Financial and certain of its subsidiaries. ATB Investment Management Inc., ATB Securities Inc., and ATB Insurance Advisors Inc., are
individually licensed users of the registered trade name ATB Wealth. ATB Securities Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.
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Innovators
Thrive Here
Students at Master’s develop the creative and innovative
capacities to become leaders of tomorrow.
To learn more, visit our website and book a tour today.

masters.ab.ca

DETOURS
KEEPING
THINGS
ROLLING
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SINCE SETTING UP SHOP IN 2007,
BIKE MECHANIC JOE NUNN HAS
BECOME A FIXTURE ALONG
THE BOW RIVER PATHWAY.

JOE NUNN, OWNER-OPERATOR OF
MOBILE BIKE REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE SHOP JOE’S GARAGE.
avenuecalgary.com
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into mobile bike repair and
maintenance during a transit
strike in the mid-’90s, operating out of a bike trailer at
Toronto Island Park.
When Nunn moved to
Calgary in 2006, he brought
the idea with him. By 2007,
he had a permit with the City
of Calgary and a few months
later he was setting up daily
just southeast of the Louise
(10th Street) Bridge off the
Bow River pathway — a
location he still uses.
Nunn started operating
Joe’s Garage out of a shipping
container in 2019. The set-up
has been his most stationary
iteration to date. With the
addition of a propane heater,
Nunn can, for the first time,
run his business during all
four seasons.
Now in his 15th year of
operation, Nunn says he’s
glad the city has embraced
and supported his constant
evolution. “It’s nice to think
that while I’ve had my head
down, working on bikes,
[Joe’s Garage] has struck a
chord and it’s been accepted,”
he says. “Because it was a
little outside the box.”
—Nathan Kunz

H

ow do you solve complex
a box of either HR or marketing. Vivacity
civic issues in Calgary?
taught me there’s so much more out
Since 2017, Catherine
there and that I really want to go into the
Pearl, associate profesarts and cultural space,” Bravo says.
sor, social innovation, at Mount Royal
The 2021 course took place virtually,
University (MRU) has been putting
and drew students from Vancouver,
that question to post-secondary stuWinnipeg and Quebec. Pearl decided
dents through the Vivacity YYC course. to focus the 2021 session around civic
Running from January to April, stutech issues. “I wondered if there’s a
dents spend the first half of the course
piece that we need to be looking at in
engaging with guest lecturers, and the
addition to just technology as an ecosecond half researching, collaborating
nomic driver,” she says.
and creating prototype
That question formed
solutions to a civic issue.
the basis of the 2021
“IT’S ALL ABOUT
They also organize a
topic: digital social inLEVERAGING
Jane’s Walk. (Named
novation and using tech
THE MASSIVE
after urban design
for good. The Vivacity
AMOUNTS OF
philosopher Jane Jacobs,
students partnered with
PUBLICALLY
these guided walks
CivicTechYYC, a commuAVAILABLE DATA
encourage participants
nity group that describes
AND USING
PUBLIC GOOD AS
to engage with the urban
itself as “part of a global
AN EMPHASIS...”
environment.) Though
movement to leverage
Vivacity YYC is offered
technology for public
through MRU, enrollment
good,” to help implement
is open to students from other institua Civic User Testing (CUT) group in Caltions, as well.
gary. While the tech industry uses CUT
In its first year, Vivacity addressed
groups to gather input when developing
the issue of empty downtown office
products, the Vivacity CUT group was
spaces. Other topics since have been
designed to give a voice to marginalized
the cultural economy, and how light
groups. “It’s all about leveraging the
design can change the city. Kat Bravo
massive amounts of publicly available
took Vivacity in 2020, when the focus
data and using public good as an emwas on leveraging the arts scene to crephasis, rather than private gain,” says
ate belonging and community. “Being in
Ben Dunlop, who was part of Vivacity
a business degree, I felt I had to fit into
2021. —Michaela Ream

PHOTOGRAPH BY JORDAN PIRAUX
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icycle repair
and maintenance business
Joe’s Garage
has taken
many forms over the last
decade and a half, none of
which have resembled the
bricks-and-mortar norm.
Owner-operator Joe Nunn
first started Joe’s Garage
out of a bike trailer, which
evolved into a cargo bike,
then a 1981 GMC Grumman
Kurbmaster delivery truck,
and now a steel shipping
container. No matter the format, Nunn says Joe’s Garage
is always a work-in-progress.
“I like to tinker with the
set-up, in whatever iteration,”
says Nunn. His most recent
project is adding a roll-out
deck and fold-out awning
to the shipping container. “I
go down these rabbit holes
of designing, but it’s very
satisfying when they come
together,” he says.
Nunn has worked with
bikes since the late 1980s,
both in shops and as a bike
messenger in Toronto.
Inspired by another Toronto
business, Dave Fix My Bike,
Nunn made his first foray

THE 2020 COHORT OF VIVACITY YYC, AN
MRU COURSE THAT CHALLENGES STUDENTS
TO FIND REAL SOLUTIONS TO CIVIC ISSUES.
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MELVEE X, LEAD VOLUNTEER
WITH CALGARY SOCIETY FOR
EQUITY IN TECHNOLOGY.

DETOURS

Openings
CHAKALAKA
Sip on showstopping cocktails
while snacking on tapas
and stone-grilled meats
like duck and more
exotic proteins like crocodile and kangaroo, at this
new Beltline restaurant.
1410 17 Ave. S.W., 587-8916872, chakalaka.ca

OM CUISINE OF INDIA

THE LENNOX IRISH PUB
The latest addition to TMAC Pub &
Restaurant Group (Bank & Barron,
Black Bull, Kilt & Caber), The
Lennox offers a menu of
creative pub fare and a
daily happy hour in the
space that was formerly
the Seanachie Pub.
5905 Signal Hill Centre
S.W., lennoxirishpub.com

LILY BY LYLA
Shop this new dress boutique in
Southcentre Mall for post-pandemic wedding attire, formal
wear and graduation
dresses from designers
like Love Stella, Tarik
Ediz and Terani.
Southcentre Mall, 403276-1557, lilybylap.com
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BUILDING A MORE
I N C L U S I V E D I G I TA L F R O N T I E R
Calgary Society for Equity in Technology’s MelVee X
on the need for accessibility in the tech world.

C

intimidating or frightening.”
algarians have a
In the few years it has been
growing number
“IT IS REALLY
active,
CSET has accumulated a
of options when
ABOUT THAT
diverse membership, consisting of
it comes to tech
CONNECTION
people of various ages, professions,
education. But
PIECE AND
backgrounds and levels of fluency
according to MelVee X, a lead
MAKING TECH
with technology, and challenging
volunteer for Calgary Society for
NOT SO
perceptions of who works (or plays)
Equity in Technology (CSET),
INTIMIDATING OR in the tech industry.
accessibility to the digital world is
FRIGHTENING.”
The group is also focused on
as important as learning technical
how social issues of the physical
skills themselves.
world translate into the digital one.
CSET is a grassroots collective
In 2020, X hosted two well-received discussions,
that hosts low-cost or “pay-what-you-can” worktitled “Breaking Down the New Frontier,” which
shops and events for anyone interested in entering
the world of technology. The organization grew out addressed discrimination, racism and sexism in the
technology industry.
of the Calgary Society of Informal Education, and
“We’re looking at really, really being intentional
became CSET in 2018.
about what we want to offer,” says X.
“I think where CSET really shines is the acCSET has been active during the pandemic with
cessibility, in terms of really being welcoming to
online workshops and events and the group is curpeople who are new to tech and just making it acrently planning more in-person events (pandemiccessible and understandable,” says X, who is also a
pending) for this year. —Tsering Asha
a multidisciplinary artist. “To me, it is really about
that connection piece, and making tech not so
For more information, visit cset.sdf.org

PHOTOGRAPH BY JAMIE BEZEMER

Now open in the city’s southwest, Om Cuisine’s menu of
authentic and traditionally
cooked fare includes tandoori chicken, Kashmiri
naan and daal makhana.
119, 13 Southland Cres.
S.W.

ConnectFLEX
Blending Synchronous On-Line
and In-Person Learning
› No tuition. A new, publicly funded hybrid program
operated by an established charter school.

For Students Who Require a Different
Way to Access Learning:

› Real time, online and in-person learning with experienced teachers who make learning the Alberta
curriculum engaging and meaningful.

› For households that would benefit
from flexibility in programming

› Ongoing feedback of student progress to help
students understand how to improve.
› Weekly in-person opportunities on campus,
outdoors, or at local field trip sites* to help foster a
social network with classmates and deepen appreciation and interest of learning outcomes.
› iPad provided with in-house, easy-to-access tech
support and guidance to manage screen time.

› For students who may have medical,
social or emotional needs
› For students who have demanding
extra-curricular schedules
› For learners who may be transitioning
from homeschool

Isn’t it time for the best of both worlds?

› For learners beyond city of Calgary
limits

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR GRADE 7, 8 AND 9

› Opportunity to participate in school sport,
extra-curriculars, and multi-day outdoor
education trips.*

TO REGISTER
FLEX@connectcharter.ca
ConnectFLEX.ca

*in accordance with current AHS restrictions
for the duration of the pandemic.
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YEARS
OF TRANSFORMATION

CELEBRATING
GENERATIONS
OF INNOVATION
For more than a century, Alberta’s researchers
and entrepreneurs have grown, fueled, built and advanced
every community, industry and sector of the province.
Over the decades, Alberta Innovates has played an essential
role in growing Alberta’s economy and spearheading advances
in energy, agriculture, forestry, medicine and other areas.
Today, Alberta Innovates is focused on the next 100 years.
Building on our proud legacy, we are charting the path forward,
partnering with industry to foster the growth and adoption
of new and emerging technologies that will continue to
transform the lives of Albertans for generations to come.
To find out more about the endless innovations taking place,
visit learnhow.albertainnovates.ca
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ACTUALLY
Calgary companies are innovating in fields both traditional
(think agriculture and energy) and new to our economy (such as
lithium processing) and creating products that are life altering
(medical advances) but also just plain fun (online events).
Each of them is making not only the city, but the world a better
place to be, while transforming the local economic landscape.
We think you’ll find that innovation, actually, is all around us.

avenuecalgary.com
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FILTERING
FOR THE
FUTURE

here’s a lot riding on the production of
lithium, a soft, silver-white metal. For
one thing, almost the entire future of the
electric-vehicle movement depends on the
production of lithium-ion (LI) batteries as
their energy source. Billions of cellphones
and laptops also use LI batteries. Tesla alone
already has three LI battery factories and is
constructing two more.
The most widely used lithium production
process is time-consuming, requiring many
months for lithium to settle out of saltwater
brine pumped from underground into huge
evaporation ponds. But Calgary-based
Summit Nanotech has developed a patentpending process that uses nanomaterials to
speed up lithium production.
Kelly Krahulic, Summit Nanotech’s vice
president of technology and innovation,
says the company’s “denaLi” process uses a
proprietary combination of sorbents along
with nanoporous membranes to separate
lithium from the brine much faster.
“In the adsorpsion process, the lithium
adheres to the adsorbent, which rejects
other substances contained within the
brine,” says Krahulic. “Then we use another
solution to desorb, or release the lithium
from the adsorbent, which is much like
adding water to a sponge and wringing out
the lithium. Basically, you’re sucking all
of the lithium out of the adsorbent, after
which, it is filtered through a nanoporous
membrane. Instead of using acid in the
desorption stage, we use recycled water.
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Bypassing the pond or pool component
dramatically decreases the processing time
and it minimizes environmental issues with
the desert ecosystem, where most of the
lithium processing plants are located.” To
limit its carbon footprint further, the company is able to draw power from geothermal, solar, wind and hydroelectric sources
generated close to the processing sites.
Summit Nanotech’s technologies have
gained the interest of several lithium
development companies, including 3PL
Operating Inc., which is exploring assets in
Nevada, and Calgary-based Lithium Chile,
which has lithium-producing properties
in Chile. Summit Nanotech is just at the
point of completing the primary technology development and is testing modules to
build a pilot project to be installed at one of
Lithium Chile’s properties.

Eventually they hope to commercialize
the denaLi technology.
While South America is the major
global source of lithium reserves, there are
substantial reserves in Canada, including
in the brine produced in existing Alberta
oil and gas wells. Amanda Hall, Summit
Nanotech’s founder and CEO, is a geophysicist who spent years in the oil and gas and
mining sectors, as well as in research, so
it should come as no surprise that she has
already tagged those sites as potential future
lithium supply. Long term, Summit hopes to
develop a lithium recycling process, reducing even further the energy and resources
required to produce this valuable element.
Both Hall and Krahulic believe the
environment created by the federal and
provincial levels of government to promote
economic diversity has been instrumental

FULL STEAM
AHEAD

“Alberta is entering a
time of transition that
will eventually diversify
its economy and we felt
we needed to be part of

S

that diversification.”
KELLY KRAHULIC, SUMMIT NANOTECH

in Summit Nanotech’s growth. At various
stages the company has received funding
support from government agencies, including Alberta Innovates, Sustainable Development Technology Canada and the National
Research Council of Canada Industrial
Research Assistance Program. The MaRS
urban innovation hub in Toronto has also
provided important guidance, and Hall was
named a finalist in the Women in Cleantech
Challenge established by MaRS in collaboration with Natural Resources Canada.
That range of federal and provincial
support has been extremely encouraging,
says Krahulic. “I’m incredibly hopeful about
the diversification that has been so strongly
supported both with funding and connection with the resources we need,” she says.
“Alberta is entering a time of transition that
will eventually diversify its economy and we
felt we needed to be part of that diversification. It can be scary to step into diversification just as it is for anyone to jump into
entrepreneurship. But I believe Alberta has
what it takes.” —E.G.

“I want to make
sure there is no
one gatekeeping
this important
information
on how to care
for our land.”
LUKE SILINSKI, AG TECH STEAM

ince 2019, Luke Silinski has been sharing the same
message: the gap between agriculture and computer
sciences needs to be addressed. Now his company Ag
Tech STEAM is helping bridge that gap through education, with the backing of Farm Credit Canada, Olds College and
Lethbridge College. This alone would be noteworthy, but what’s
even more impressive is that Silinski is 15 years old.
“Sometimes it’s a half-hour at the kitchen table, sometimes it’s
a whole evening dedicated to the project and helping Luke. We
find time any way we can,” says Shanyn Silinski, Luke’s mother,
who notes that Luke’s father Earl is also involved.
Ag Tech STEAM takes the multi-faceted STEAM (science,
technology, engineering, art and math) learning approach and
applies it to agri-tech learning. According to Luke, this convergence of topics is nothing new. “I come from a long line of
farmers. My dad, grandpa, great-grandpa — farming has been in
our family forever and innovation has always been happening,”
he says, noting that his great-grandfather was an early adopter of
electric lighting on his farm in Manitoba.
Ag Tech STEAM’s website contains what Luke calls “content
packs” about science and technology in relation to farm life,
covering subjects such as entomology and soil health. A short description of how each topic relates to science, tech, engineering,
art and math is followed by an activity to be done “in the field.”
“I want to make sure there is no one gatekeeping this important information on how to care for our land,” Luke says. “I want
it to be free and easily accessible for anyone around the world.
From a remote community to downtown Calgary, anyone can
learn and apply the knowledge.” —T.K.
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TESTING, TESTING

T

he Shepard Energy Centre in
southeast Calgary is Alberta’s
largest natural gas-fuelled power
generating facility. Three years
ago, InnoTech Alberta, a subsidiary of
Alberta Innovates, opened the Alberta
Carbon Conversion Technology Centre
(ACCTC) right next door. This oneof-a-kind facility allows for testing and
demonstration of CO₂ conversion, capture,
utilization and storage (CCUS) technology on an intermediate or pilot scale. Pipes
carry a portion of the Shepard Centre’s flue
gas that would normally be burnt off and
feeds it into the ACCTC. This allows for 25
tonnes of CO₂ per day to be used as supply
for the businesses working on carboncapture devices at the ACCTC.
In many labs around the world, experts
are working with small CO₂ cannisters to
test CCUS theories and devices, but before
these technologies can be implemented at
energy facilities, they need to be tested with
higher and more consistent rates of CO₂.
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“The ACCTC makes
Calgary and Alberta a
very attractive place to
be doing this work, and
the city benefits.”
JOHN VAN HAM, INNOTECH ALBERTA

The ACCTC receives the majority of
its operational funding from industry
partners as well as the provincial government through Alberta Innovates. The facility stands alone as a distinctive leader,
the only space of its kind in Canada.
John Van Ham, the executive director
of sector alignment and programs with
InnoTech, says the ACCTC makes Calgary and Alberta exceptional because of
the opportunities this technology offers
in reducing carbon emissions and greenhouse gases. And it also makes the city a
hotbed for collaboration and attraction
of new businesses. “Whether the businesses working on-site are collaborating
with researchers at the university or
getting supplies from local companies or
working directly with energy facilities in
the area, [the ACCTC] makes Calgary
and Alberta a very attractive place to be
doing this work, and the city benefits,”
Van Ham says.
Currently, each of the businesses using one of the five, 25,000-square-foot
testing bays at the ACCTC, is competing
for the $20 million NRG COSIA Carbon
XPRIZE, which calls on innovators and
businesses to find CCUS solutions that
convert CO₂ into usable products.
Starting in September, 2015, a handful
of innovators were chosen to compete
for the prize, and the finalists began
moving their tech into testing at the
ACCTC in 2019. The overall winner of
the $20 million purse will be announced
later this year.
Once the winner is announced the
ACCTC will welcome new innovators to
use the site.
“In the future, this site will be opened
up to anyone who wants to come in
and do this work, such as companies
throughout Canada or internationally
who have been contacting us to use the
Centre,” Van Ham says. Some of the
XPRIZE candidates who are currently
on site have been negotiating to stay as
well. —T.K.

INNOVATORS
Calgary is a city built by innovators. It’s in our DNA. Pushing the
envelope and thinking outside the box are just another day at
the ofﬁce. It’s with this pedigree that bright minds and futurethinking problem solvers are tackling some of the world’s greatest
challenges. Calgary’s innovators are investing big with a capital
‘B’, into technology like AI, Robotics and Machine Learning. In
fact, Calgary businesses will lead the $20 billion spend on digital
transformation across the province from 2021 – 2024.
Calgary is a city of disruptors, not the disrupted. Learn why at
livetechlovelife.com/stories

Calgary: Canada’s most adventurous tech city.
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A CLASS OF ITS OWN
or most people, the immune system is a welcome friend, serving as a protector against
diseases and infections. But for millions of
others, the immune system is a traitor hiding inside the body, waiting to turn against
it. In those cases, the antibodies, or certain
types of white blood cells produced by the
immune system that usually respond to
infectious viruses or bacteria, instead attack
the body’s own cells. This is known as autoimmune disorder, which is behind as many
as 100 autoimmune diseases that vary from
annoying to deadly, common to rare. Psoriasis, lupus, type 1 diabetes, multiple sclerosis
and rheumatoid arthritis are examples of
diseases caused by autoimmune disorder.
For Dr. Pere Santamaria, founder and
chief science officer of Parvus Therapeutics
Inc. (a startup co-founded with the University of Calgary), fighting autoimmune disorder has been both a focus of his research
and his own personal struggle. As a child,
Santamaria was diagnosed with myasthenia
gravis, a neuromuscular disease caused
by autoimmune disorder. Santamaria says
his affliction wasn’t the primary motivation of his research, but his interest in the
mechanisms causing type 1 diabetes did
eventually lead to his team’s ground-breaking discovery of a whole new class of drugs,
which Parvus eventually named Navacims,
that could someday significantly improve
the treatment of autoimmune diseases.
The importance of this medical development is further underscored by the fact that
Parvus Therapeutics has signed licencing
and collaboration agreements worth more
than $1 billion (placing it in the exclusive
class of companies known as “unicorns”
— you can read more about other Calgary
unicorns on page 30).
The partnerships will be critical for
Parvus to further develop and eventually
commercialize Navacims for treatment of
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a variety of autoimmune diseases, though
Santamaria points out there is still much
work to be done, including pre-clinical
development and clinical development
activities. Parvus has yet to release a time
frame for the clinical phases and possible
commercialization. And, as with the development of most pharmaceuticals, the road
up to this point has already been long and
challenging, according to Santamaria.
“It’s not straight forward to bring pharmaceutical products from the bench to bedside,” he says. “To take a discovery from the
research laboratory to the level of building a
new class of drugs, and then to clinical trials,
requires a lot of time and resilience with a
lot of rejection and failures along the way.”
The journey that Santamaria and Parvus
are on began back in 2004. Santamaria
wanted to understand why some people are
genetically predisposed to autoimmune diseases (in this case type 1 diabetes), and how
that predisposition compels the immune
system to attack the insulin-producing cells
of the pancreas.
To try to understand those mechanisms, Santamaria and his team attached
“baits” for diabetes-causing white blood
cells (specific proteins that are targeted by
these cells) onto iron oxide nanoparticles
(IONPs). These nanoparticles are commonly used as a contrast agent for magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Using the MRI,
team members tracked the accumulation
of the white blood cells that had bound to
and swallowed the bait-coated IONPs to
the pancreas, and observed their effect on
insulin-producing beta cells.
They were able to track the accumulation of these white blood cells into the
pancreas where they discovered, unexpectedly, that the IONPs used for tracking
displayed therapeutic activity. That is, they
found that the protein-coated compound

the data set continued
disabled inflammation
to be built to support
within the pancreas
the company’s claims,
without diminishing
more patents had to be
the beneficial actions
filed, which required
of the immune system
funding by angel
of protecting against
investors. The patent
infection and cancer.
“I realized that we had portfolio grew as data
Santamaria says that
while this result was
found not only a new sets expanded.
In the meantime,
completely unexpected,
type of compound, but Santamaria says,
after several days of
thinking about it, he
that it could be a new there was no further
advancement in that
found a rational explaclass of drugs.”
particular research area
nation.
DR. PERE SANTAMARIA, PARVUS THERAPEUTICS
by the pharmaceutical
“I realized that we
industry, which led to
had found not only a
more interest in Parnew type of compound,
vus. The company matured and hired more
but that it could be a new class of drugs
with significant implications for treating the people. Growth was slow and sometimes
painful but eventually, as the data became
disease,” he says. “I had been trained as a
medical doctor so it became apparent to me accepted, the potential benefits of the drug
outweighed the risks of development.
the compound could possibly be useful to
Santamaria credits UCalgary for its
treat a variety of autoimmune diseases.”
support of entrepreneurship and fosterHowever, Santamaria explains that he
ing an environment for commercialization
had little data, only the initial observations.
that can help improve human health and
In addition, the compounds, which were
eventually named Navacim, were basically a encourage the advancement of technology. However, he warns that he sees little
class of drugs that had never been manupersonal investment in diversifying the
factured, unlike widely used monoclonal
economy into sectors other than oil and gas,
antibody drugs. The path of development
which results in companies eventually leavto clinical trials and commercialization to
ing the province to grow to the next level.
those drugs had already been blazed, while
While the increased recognition and afSantamaria and Parvus Therapeutics had to
filiation with one of the world’s largest pharblaze their own trail. On the other hand, he
maceutical companies has been gratifying,
points out, since Navacim is a new class of
the real source of satisfaction for Santamaria
drugs, Parvus owns any drug that is devellies elsewhere.
oped in the class, so the value is potentially
“When you conduct research in the labomuch greater.
ratory, it’s because you’re curious and want
Once Santamaria and his team realized
to ask questions about Mother Nature, but
the potential for the compound, there was
it’s always with the hope that it will become
much to be done. Santamaria co-founded
meaningful for patients and to build upon
Parvus with the University of Calgary —
the knowledge that others have created
UCalgary filed the initial patents and the
before you,” he says. —E.G.
exclusive licensing belongs to Parvus. As
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INTO HOT WATER

o-founder and CEO of Borealis GeoPower
Inc. Alison Thompson thinks one of the
reasons geothermal energy isn’t a household word in Canada is that drilling for
hot water is not all that sexy. Although
Thompson chuckles when she says it, she
is serious when she suggests that, for many
engineers, the exploration and extraction
of heated water from below the ground isn’t
the biggest or most technically rewarding
challenge. But, Thompson, points out, it’s
also an essential reason to take advantage of
this potentially substantial source of energy.
Thompson is a highly regarded engineer
who previously held management positions with Suncor Energy and Nexen Inc.
(now CNOOC Petroleum North America
ULC) and an executive position at Magma
Energy Corp. before co-founding Borealis
GeoPower (BGP). She also co-founded and
chairs the Canadian Geothermal Energy
Association, and is a fellow at Alberta
Energy Futures Lab.
Thompson says her oil-and-gas experience demonstrated that, with certain
modifications, the technologies used in that
sector could be applied to the geothermal
sector. Although we typically relate geothermal power to countries with volcanic activity, such as Iceland, Thompson points to a
huge potential local source for power and
heat. “The sector has an advantage because
it is able to harvest the already existing
abundant data from active and inactive
oil and gas wells that are potential sources
of heated water. Those sources, if used as
a jumping-off point along with the data,
could produce more geothermal energy
than any other country,” she says.
Thompson says at the time of BGP’s
founding in 2007, much of the focus for
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geothermal energy was on using steam from
geothermally heated water to power electricity-generating turbines. She now believes
a more viable and immediate use of geothermal is direct heating that can be applied to
residential, commercial and industrial areas,
and to sectors such as agriculture, where it
could be used to heat greenhouses.
To showcase those many applications,
BGP has collaborated with two British

Columbia communities. BGP calls its
partnership with Valemount, about 120 km
west of the Town of Jasper, “Sustainaville.”
The company plans to use its proprietary
technology to develop a geothermal heat
reservoir to pipe hot water to local homes
and businesses. It’s a crucial project for the
village because natural gas isn’t available in
the area, so most residents burn wood or
use trucked-in propane.

THE SHOWS
MUST GO ON

W

“Our Indigenous
partners have been
leading the way in
exploring the potential
of geothermal.”
ALISON THOMPSON, BOREALIS GEOPOWER INC.

BGP’s other sustainable demonstration
project, “Fuel for Reconciliation,” is being
developed in partnership with Kitselas
First Nation just outside Terrace, B.C. “We
would like to see this project contribute to
economic sovereignty for the Nation by
providing energy and jobs at the industrial
level,” Thompson says. “Our Indigenous
partners have been leading the way in
exploring the potential of geothermal. They
have told us, ‘We want to utilize this. For us,
it’s a beloved form of energy.’” If successful,
BGP envisions the project leading to similar
initiatives in some 300 communities,
including First Nations communities and
areas for industrial use. —E.G.

“Even though our entire
strategy has been shaken,
our team has shown its
resiliency every single
day and we’ve had zero
layoffs.”
LUCAS MCCARTHY, SHOWPASS

hile the pandemic has
upset many a business
model, for Calgary-based
Showpass it has become
an opportunity to break new ground in
the entertainment sector.
Showpass started in 2014 as a
virtual queuing service used by restaurants. By 2016 it had elbowed into
the cutthroat ticket selling and event
space, and was the first to develop code
to sell tickets directly from a Google
search page, through Facebook and on
the presenters’ own sites.
But that primary component of
its business, along with its revenue,
completely evaporated in the spring of
2020, when pretty much every event
on the planet was cancelled. CEO and
founder Lucas McCarthy says his team
immediately went into action to create a
new business model, connecting musicians and artists with virtual audiences
for private and public performances.
When that approach proved reasonably successful, the team took it a step
further by partnering with booking
agency Livestar Entertainment Canada
to arrange live hotel balcony performances, where audience members could
book hotel rooms to watch performers in
the courtyard below. From its beginnings
with the Ramada Plaza Calgary Downtown, the entertainment series has since
expanded across Canada and the U.S.
“Over this past year, even though
our entire strategy has been shaken,
our team has shown its resiliency every
single day and we’ve had zero layoffs,”
McCarthy says. “That comes from growing up in a cyclical boom-bust environment that prepares so many people in
our province and city.” —E.G.
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B U Y- LO CA L BA N K I N G
n a year defined by the horrific impacts of
the pandemic, 2020 also had an underlying
message for consumers: support local businesses or watch them disappear. This was
not a new idea in any sense, but there certainly was a renewed push seen throughout
the country to keep our favourite restaurants, pubs and shops afloat.
Now, a Calgary-based fintech startup
has taken that idea one step further in the
way of inclusive and reimagined banking.
Created by two of the founders of
Skip the Dishes, Andrew Chau and Jeff
Adamson, along with Kris Read, Neo
Financial began operations in early 2020
with two goals in mind: challenge the “big
five” banks that dominate the market and
create a banking experience that rewards
everyone involved.
“We had seen the opportunity with Skip
to take a tech-first, digital approach into
an area where tech wasn’t really involved
before. That is similar to what we wanted
to do with banking,” Chau says.
Chau feels that traditional banks have
done little innovation in technology and
have outdated systems, and that they fail
to offer the products and customization
that Canadians want. “Something that is
seamless and digital hasn’t made its way
into an industry that is dominated by the
big-five, who own about 93-per cent market
share,” Chau says. “There are a lot of legacy
processes that exist there, and we wanted to
improve that experience.”
For starters, Neo has created a credit card
with an accessible rewards system that allows users to see their accumulated rewards
immediately after making purchases. As for
the “buy-local” aspect of Neo, the company
has partnered with thousands of small and
mid-size businesses across Canada, providing an incentive for shoppers to support
local independent shops that offer rewards
on the Neo Mastercard.
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“We want to grow and
be able to scale and
become the next Shopify
or PayPal in Canada.”
ANDREW CHAU, NEO FINANCIAL

Compared to regular rewards cards from
traditional banks, Neo’s model is starkly
different in a number of ways. For example,
the free, base version of the Neo credit card
offers an average of four-per cent cash-back
rewards on purchases, in comparison with
cards from traditional banks that barely
reach two per cent.
Additionally, there is no over-limit fee
(often around $29) and no inactive fee.
Neo also offers a bank account in partnership with Concentra Bank with a 1.5-per
cent interest rate. The account is available to
anyone, regardless of income or credit rating, and doesn’t have a promotional period
or minimum-balance requirement.
Neo’s partnership with Concentra allows
the company to focus on the digital side of
the business and ensure that users are being given the best personalization options
possible. The rewards model for the Neo
credit card works much like the old-school
“buy 10 get one free” offerings: the more
you use your Neo card at partnered businesses, the more your rewards cater to your
buying habits.
Chau says that even as Neo Financial
grows and expands into partnerships with
larger businesses such as Hudson’s Bay, it
will continue to make small and mediumsized businesses a priority. But this supportlocal-small-business ideology doesn’t mean
that Neo isn’t looking at the bigger picture.
“We started out meeting in the free spaces at the Calgary Public Library downtown,
but we want to grow and be able to scale
and become the next Shopify or PayPal in
Canada,” says Chau.
The company’s $50 million in Series A
funding is certainly taking it in that direction. Neo is also the first portfolio company
for Harvest Builders, a Calgary venture
building organization founded by Chris
Samair, another Skip the Dishes
co-founder. —T.K.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

CURBIE MAKES
CAR BUYING BETTER

Canada’s first fully-licensed online car retailer is taking the stress and risk out of buying pre-owned vehicles
urbie CEO Alex Cruder was dreading the hours
of research, negotiating and unclear pricing ahead
of him when he was tasked to help his mom buy
a used car in 2017.
“I just knew the whole experience was going to be rough,”
says Alex, who had heard of web-based alternatives finding
success stateside. “I thought, ‘No one’s doing it in Canada,
it’d be great if we did it. So, why not get started?’”
The experience inspired Alex and COO Brent Gudelot to
found Curbie, Canada’s first fully-licensed online vehicle
retailer. Founded in Saskatoon, the web-based platform offers
carefully selected pre-owned vehicles with the best price
listed upfront — no trips to the car lot or haggling required.
“You’re able to browse cars from home. You don’t have to
go to a dealership — it’s on your time,” says Brent.
Every car on GoCurbie.ca undergoes a thorough
240-point inspection, comes with a three-month bumper56

to-bumper warranty and is delivered directly to your
door. Machine-learning technology determines cost,
considering each car’s unique details to provide the
fairest price. If the vehicle isn’t a fit, a seven-day trial
period allows you to send it back and give it another go
or a full refund.
In April, Curbie opened a second location in
Calgary, making it even more convenient for
Calgarians to buy with confidence.
“With Curbie, you’re in control of the car buying
experience and being happy with your vehicle is
guaranteed,” says Alex. “Curbie offers the future of
car buying, today.”
Visit gocurbie.ca or follow across social media at
@CurbieCars to learn how Curbie can help you skip
the dealerships.

Curbie is an AMVIC
licensed vehicle retailer.

FUTURE FORWARD
Calgary researchers finding better ways
to do just about everything

UCalgary-led Project Addresses
Oilsands Boiler Problems
A $2-million, five-year
multi-disciplinary research
project led by UCalgary and
involving researchers at SAIT
and the University of Alberta,
addresses the problem of
fouling, corrosion and erosion
in steam generator boilers used
in oilsands operations. Fouling
is the result of buildup inside
the generators’ metal tubes.
The buildup affects boiler
productivity, while corrosion
and erosion risk damaging the
boiler tubes, which can shut
down production and cost huge
amounts of money. The
researchers aim to reduce
these problems to increase
steam generator efficiency and
thereby reduce the environmental footprint and costs.

SAIT and UCalgary Researchers
Pilot Medical Drone Delivery
Remote communities often
don’t have adequate and
timely access to medical
supplies or equipment, and
weather sometimes makes
traditional delivery impossible.
For this pilot project last
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summer, researchers worked
with Alberta Health Services
as well as Alberta Precision
Laboratories to use unmanned
drones to deliver medical
supplies and COVID tests to
three reserves in the Stoney
First Nation. The miniature
helicopter-like drones can
carry up to 45 kilograms. The
long-term goal is for national
and global use.

UCalgary and Rogers
Communications Team Up
for IoT Advancement

UCalgary and MagicMed
Industries Researching
Pharmaceutical Psychedelics

A five-year agreement between
Rogers and UCalgary will help
advance research into the
Internet of Things (IoT) to
better support Canadians and
Canadian businesses. Since
COVID-19 has highlighted the
importance of connectivity and
communication, this research
into internet-enabled objects is
more relevant than ever.

Derivates of psilocybin, the
molecule found in magic
mushrooms, hold promising
medical properties. Started by
UCalgary researchers,
MagicMed aims to manufacture a clinical version of the
molecule responsible for the
hallucinogenic effects of magic
mushrooms for pharmaceutical use. The molecules could
help in the development of
treatments for anxiety,
depression and migraines.

UCalgary Alzheimer’s
Prevention Breakthrough
A UCalgary research breakthrough on animal models has
found two ways to potentially
prevent and reverse the effects
of Alzheimer’s. Researchers
found that limiting the open
time of a channel called the
ryanodine receptor (a gateway
to cells in the heart and brain)
prevented and reversed the
disease’s progression.
The team also discovered that
the drug R-carvedilol, typically
used as part of a pharmaceutical mix for heart patients,
reversed memory loss and
brain damage in mice. There
are still many steps before
clinical trials but the work looks
very promising.

Two UCalgary Research Projects
Seek to Improve Long-term Care
Two UCalgary associate
professors, Dr. Bonnie
Lashewicz and Dr. Zahra
Goodarzi, are researching ways
to improve quality of life and
care for workers and patients in
long-term care homes. One
project is about protecting the
mental health of workers
against feelings of guilt and
shame that come from
mediating between family and
terminally ill patients. The
second addresses better
palliative care and reduced
suffering for older and frail
patients in the homes.

UCalgary Researchers Looking
at Lab-grown Fish
If not for the cost, lab-grown
protein could offer a future
solution for large-scale food
production. Researchers at
UCalgary’s Cumming School of
Medicine are examining
cost-effective cellular
agriculture solutions to grow
fish artificially, and attempting
to find new protein variants that
may hold the answer to
reducing the cost of growing
edible seafood proteins in a lab
setting. —M.R.

Where innovation
meets opportunity
Take your start-up where it’s destined to go and get there faster than
you ever dreamed possible. Whether you’re looking to secure grants and
government incentives, go public, or streamline growth or exit strategies —
our team can help you unlock the potential in your business
and navigate the challenges along the way.
Jillian Murdoch, Regional Leader, Technology, Media, Telecommunications
403.537.7633 | jillian.murdoch@mnp.ca

MNP.ca
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CALGARY’S

UNICORN
CO M PA N I E S
Calgary’s tech companies valued at $1 billion+ are pushing

the city forward with advancements in technology and medicine.
Who will be next to join their ranks?

n the business world, a “unicorn” is that
rare company valued at over $1 billion.
Over the last few years, Calgary has
seen four of its tech-focused companies
join that rank: Solium Capital (now
Shareworks), RS Energy Group (now
Enverus Intelligence Research Inc.),
Parvus Therapeutics and Benevity.
Calgary’s newest unicorn, Benevity,
sealed an investment deal last December
with U.K.-based investment company Hg
for $1.1 billion USD. A Certified B Corporation, Benevity provides automated
cloud management-based software for
charitable donations and grants. It has
quickly become a leading global force,
with customers including Nike, Google
and Apple. In December 2020, Benevity
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launched a “Dear 2020 Challenge” with a
goal of 3 million “acts of goodness” (such
as creating public opportunities to support
non-profits) by the year end — a goal the
company was able to achieve.
Solium Capital was Calgary’s first unicorn, a designation it gained after Morgan
Stanley bought the company in a $1.1
billion CAD deal completed in May, 2019.
It has since rebranded as Shareworks
by Morgan Stanley and in May, 2020,
announced the start of Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management Canada. Solium had
initially focused on simplifying the management of equity plans with a cloud-based
platform. Merging with Morgan Stanley
added financial wellness and retirment
support to its offerings.

RS Energy Group (RSEG) became
a unicorn in February, 2020, after Enverus bought the company. RSEG initially
focused on technology in the oil and gas
industry, while Enverus focuses on energy
software as a service (SaaS) and data
analytics. In light of the pandemic, Enverus
released new analytics software intended
to support the changes facing the energy
industry. ESG Analytics (which stands for
environmental, social and governance analytics) helps companies track and prioritize
those areas and potential investments.
The fourth unicorn, Parvus Therapeutics,
is a Calgary pharmaceutical company that
has developed a class of drugs to fight autoimmune disorders. To read more about it,
turn to page 22.

BY MICHAELA REAM
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...WHO
COULD BE
NEXT?

The question now, of course, is who will
be number five?
The best bet is that the company will also
be from the technology sector. Calgary has a
number of local businesses that are finding
innovative solutions to some of the world’s
biggest challenges. It may be only a matter
of time before one of those new talents
becomes Calgary’s newest tech unicorn.
One of the foundational pieces that can
pave the way for entrepreneurs with bright
ideas to be successful is the number of
incubators and accelerators operating in
Calgary. These include Platform Calgary,
Startup Calgary and Creative Destruction
Lab (CDL)-Rockies. Calgary Economic Development (CED) also encourages and supports new tech talent in Calgary through its

“Live Tech, Love Life” campaign designed
to attract entrepreneurs.
It’s hard to predict the next unicorn (if
you can do it you should start an investment company and maybe that can be the
next unicorn). There is already tremendous
growth, change and promise in the sector
however. With all sectors embracing a shift
to technology and innovation, there a re
also opportunities for unicorns to develop
in traditional industries including agriculture with initiatives like the Olds College
Smart Farm and aerospace with drone
testing. Currently, CED is forecasting $20
billion will be spent in digital transformation in Albert in the next three years alone.
According to research by Platform Calgary, Zinc Ventures and the A100 (a non-

profit that aims to help the next generation
of tech companies thrive) Calgary is now
home to roughly 300 tech companies, with
one-to-five employees, and another 390 or
so with five-to-50 employees. Together with
CED and other organizations, these groups
aim to help Calgary reach 3,000 or more
startups and create 45,000 new tech sector
jobs for Calgarians by 2031.
Among all those new companies, there is
certainly plenty of potential. With Calgary’s
four unicorn powerhouses pushing forward, who will be next to join the billiondollar club?
Join us June 16 for an online discussion
about the hurdles local companies face in
attracting investment. Find out more at
AvenueCalgary.com/InnovationEvent
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PEOPLE
POWERED
Calgary has set its sights on becoming “Canada’s
destination for talent,” a lofty goal that involves
being ready to innovate across all sectors.
ight now, most cities in North America
seem to be vying to become some version
of Silicon Valley.
That alone was likely reason enough
for 238 of them, Calgary included, to
toss their hats into the ring in 2017 to
become home to Amazon’s second North
American headquarters. When Calgary
ultimately lost that bid in early 2018, it
was a wake-up call, for the city according to Calgary Economic Development
(CED), the organization that led the city’s
bid-marketing campaign.
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In the follow-up conversation that CED
had with Amazon (something they say
other cities didn’t get), the e-commerce
giant’s spokespeople said it was skeptical of
Calgary’s tech talent pipeline and whether
the city was ready for the imminent technological transformations headed our way.
The Amazon people also told CED representatives that technology isn’t a “sector”
anymore, it’s a way of doing business, that
will impact and disrupt every single industry. It became clear that having the top tech
workers was the city’s best path forward.

Betting that our people, could punch
above their weight if they were given the
right opportunities and training, City
Council approved CED’s Calgary in the
New Economy Strategy in June 2018. This
latest version of the city economic strategy
outlined four pillars for Calgary’s new economy: talent, innovation, place and business
environment, with the goal of positioning
Calgary as “Canada’s destination for talent.”
To fulfill that, the city will need to grow new
talent, attract companies and retain and
recognize the talent that is here.

B Y T S E R I N G A S H A I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y L U C M E L A N S O N P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y J A R E D S Y C H

G ROWIN G TAL ENT

T

he flashpoint of losing
out on the Amazon bid
helped set off a series of
events to address the skills
gap between educated professionals
— many of whom had been laid-off
from energy sector jobs — and the
jobs of the next economy.
For those who already had a degree, the landscape of formal education needed to change from four-year
degrees, to short, experiential courses,
micro-credential certificates and
bootcamps.
CED’s Edge Up program, a sixweek bootcamp aimed at re-educating
laid-off energy professionals to work
in digital technology, received 1,400
applications for 100 seats in the first
and second cohorts. After launching
in September 2020, SAIT’s School
for Advanced Digital Technology
introduced a 14-week bootcamp on
applied machine learning this past
February through its Digital Transformation (DX) Talent Hub. There
were 375 applicants for the 50 seats
available, says Jim Gibson, chief cata-

lyst at the school. The DX bootcamp
series now includes topics like applied
virtual reality, blockchain development and other subjects.
The demand for access to tech
learning opportunities goes beyond bootcamps. At Mount Royal
University, more than a thousand
students from various disciplines
have pursued non-credit programs,
individual courses and mentorship
opportunities through the Institute
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
since it launched in 2012. Courses
at the Institute emphasize a “workintegrated learning” approach, which
means students spend less time in a
lecture hall and more time in a co-op
or internship; or building their own
businesses. One of the core programs,
LaunchPad, allows students to pitch
an idea for the chance to win seed
funding, coaching, mentorship and
access to an incubator lab.
These experiential approaches to
education produce people with both
business and technical skills, which is
what employers are looking for says

the Institute’s director Ray DePaul.
“What they learn in that process is
invaluable and not something you
can teach in a class,” says DePaul.
“What we found is the students
that go through that end up being
far more resilient. They’re far more
adaptable, they’re more focused …
they’re engaging in the community,
they’re engaging with customers.
And these are all skills that you need
in this new economy.”
The drive to develop talent for the
new economy is affecting students
before they even get to the postsecondary level. “The real problem
of education can only be understood
when the vision you carry for the
future is distinctly different from your
current reality,” says Tom Rudmik,
founder and CEO of Master’s Academy and College. At Master’s that
translates to a focus on what Rudmik
calls “profound learning,” a four-layered model where the top two layers
are “innovation” and “future-ready
skills” to create “imaginal leaders —
the seers and creators of the future.”

Experiential
approaches to
education
produce people
with both
business and
technical skills,
which is what
employers are
looking for.
RAY DEPAUL, DIRECTOR OF THE
INSTITUTE FOR INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AT MRU
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AT T R AC T ING TALENT

A

long with developing talent
and supporting entrepreneurs
who can create new opportunities, the City knows it also
needs to attract businesses and additional
talent. In February of this year, mCloud, a
Vancouver-based cleantech company listed
as a top-performer on the TSX Venture
Exchange in 2020, announced it would
be moving its head office to Calgary to be
closer to Alberta’s energy assets. And in
early March, Infosys announced its intention to set up shop in Calgary and hire 500
people here over the next three years.
Attracting talent isn’t just about companies moving in, it’s also about homegrown
companies expanding on home turf, such as
Calgary-based startup Symend’s expansion
into a 79,000-square-foot office space in the
downtown First Tower building. Calgarybased fin-tech company Helcim recently
expanded downtown, too.
The City of Calgary’s Opportunity
Calgary Investment Fund has dispersed
millions of dollars to local tech startups
since 2018. In 2020, the fund invested $4
million into Harvest Builders and $3.25 million into AltaML. The fund is also focused
on addressing tech talent shortages with an
investment of $8.2 million over five years in
SAIT’s DX Talent Hub.
Hyder Hassan, CEO of Immigrant Services Calgary, says that Calgary’s competitive advantage is that it’s a young, educated
and diverse city, making it appealing to
immigrants. In the next three years, it’s
estimated that 60 per cent of newcomers
to Canada will be “economic immigrants”
— highly educated people who can quickly
become economically established. Calgary,
a city of over 240 ethnic origins, where 97
per cent of people can speak English, is
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where Hassan predicts they’ll want to live.
However, he warns, newcomers, including
economic immigrants and high-net-worth
immigrants looking to invest in tech in Calgary, are currently underutilized because of
basic issues that slow down their settlement
processes.
Having money does not cancel out the
need for settlement services, Hassan notes.
“Right now there are only 30 per cent of
newcomers [in Calgary] seeking services,”
he says — not because they don’t need
them, but because they don’t know about
them. As an example, he shares the story of
one high-net-worth newcomer, a startup
investor, who had to use Uber to get to
investment meetings because no one had
told him his temporary license would
expire after three months.
Last September, Immigrant Services
Calgary launched the Gateway Project,
which helps users navigate the immigration process so they can go to school, work
and invest in the economy faster. Gateway’s
digital platform is a single point of entry to
“onboarding” (a.k.a. settlement) services in
Alberta that makes it easier for newcomers
to complete tasks, such as renewing a driver’s license or registering a business. At its
core, the Gateway Project is a standardized
needs assessment. It uses self-reported data
and “skip logic,” a survey feature that gives
each user questions based on their specific
answers to previous questions, to pinpoint
the exact services they need. According to
Hassan, Gateway is an “innovative and scalable way to attract and onboard the majority
of newcomers that come to Canada,” an
advantage when considering that attracting and onboarding a higher proportion of
Canada’s immigrants to Calgary is a potential boon to the City’s talent economy.

Calgary’s competitive
advantage is that it’s
a young, educated
and diverse city,
making it appealing
to immigrants.
HYDER HASSAN,
IMMIGRANT SERVICES CALGARY

RETAI NI NG TA L E N T

C

reating better opportunities for
a diverse population of talented
workers and entrepreneurs will
be key to keeping those talents
in Calgary. Acts of discrimination as subtle
as tossing a candidate’s resume aside if you
can’t pronounce their name, or deciding a
qualified candidate isn’t the right fit based
solely on meeting them once in the context
of a job interview results in large swathes of
qualified people being ignored.
Inclusion strategist Elise Ahenkorah of
inclusion Factor, works with public and private organizations to build diverse teams,
equitable team dynamics and inclusive
workplaces. Ahenkorah says that biased

“Black, Indigenous or
women-of-colour-owned
businesses often do not
lack the talent or ability
needed to secure
funding opportunities,
they lack access to
those opportunities.”
ELISE AHENKORAH,
INCLUSION FACTOR

workplace and hiring systems have resulted
in under-representation of qualified female,
gender-diverse and Black, Indigenous and
racialized professionals in the corporate
C-suite. These same groups also face greater
challenges when starting and growing a
business. “Black, Indigenous or women-ofcolour-owned businesses often do not lack
the talent or ability needed to secure funding opportunities, they lack access to those
opportunities,” Ahenkorah says.
Garth Johnson, CEO of auticon Canada,
an IT consultancy “leveraging the unique
abilities of people with autism in tech,”
agrees that significant talent is being overlooked by discriminatory hiring.

Educated people with autism have desirable, highly technical skills, Johnson says,
that are often (but not always) perfectly
suited to innovation and technology. Yet
this demographic is consistently overlooked due to old-fashioned hiring practices and company cultures. “There are
so many people on the autism spectrum
in Canada, tens of thousands who have
university degrees, who’ve never worked.
And the reason for that is it’s all about the
socialization and onboarding structure,
the interview process,” Johnson says. “I’ve
heard so many stories about how broken
that is for all of us, but especially for people
on the spectrum.”

Diversity, equity and inclusion work
needs to be addressed throughout the corporate world as well as at post-secondaries.
According to Gibson, SAIT’s School of
Advanced Digital Technology emphasizes co-creation, which involves having
students actively contribute to how a course
is delivered and what is taught. While it’s
a new and abstract concept for a formal
institution, Gibson says it’s a way to embed
diversity of thought, culture, gender and
other areas into the digital world.
At MRU, the Bissett School of Business is the Alberta home of the Women
Entrepreneurship Knowledge Hub, a
consortium of Canadian post-secondaries
sharing resources to increase the number of
women entrepreneurs. The Bissett School,
in collaboration with the Diversity Institute
at Ryerson University and supported by
HSBC Bank Canada, also offers the Alberta
Inclusive Innovation Initiative — no-cost
workshops on the fundamentals of entrepreneurship for diverse groups.
Networks dedicated to increasing representation, such as The51 (an investment
platform to connect women with capital
with female-founded tech startups) are also
helping increase the visibility of women
and other marginalized groups who are
entrepreneurs. #Shemeets, an organization founded by Ahenkorah supports
“the success of womxn [sic] of colour and
Indigenous female makers, artists, entrepreneurs and innovators through mentorship, workshops, community connections
and knowledge-sharing.” Since starting
in Calgary, the organization has grown to
more than 7,000 members nationwide. For
her work with #shemeets, L’Oréal Paris
recognized Ahenkorah in March as part of
its Women of Worth initiative.
Boards and leadership of Calgary’s
entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems
also need to better reflect the diverse and
intersectional audiences they serve, says
Ahenkorah. “When boards lack diversity
it poses a significant risk for the organization to proactively address or identify their
increasingly diverse stakeholder needs.”
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HARNES SING TALENT

D

eveloping an innovation
economy in Alberta has been
on the table for at least 100
years, since 1921, when the
provincial government established the
research company that became what is
now called Alberta Innovates. Over the
last century, this company has evolved into
an agency that touches every corner of
innovation through research, investment
and funding for businesses and startups in
a variety of areas including data, digital,
cleantech and production logistics.
Since early 2017, the agency has been
led by CEO Laura Kilcrease, a venture
capitalist recruited from Austin, Texas,
who was instrumental in diversifying
Austin’s economy from oil and gas to
technology. The hope is that Kilcrease

can do that again here in Alberta. One
of the many ways that Alberta Innovates
has supported the province’s innovation
ecosystem in the last 100 years is through
the commercialization of technology. As
Calgary’s population grows and diversifies
and our downtown landscape changes from
an energy industry hub to a cluster of tech
employers, the quantity of commercially
viable technological inventions produced
here may be less important than how they
were developed, and that how will be contingent on harnessing talent.
The key to securing Calgary’s place as a
destination for talent is to actually innovate
how we think about talent — how we think
about education, how we train, how we orient people to our city, how we hire and how
we recognize what talent even is.

repeat illo here
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MOUNT ROYAL UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS
INNOVATIVE MINDSETS. STUDENTS
REIMAGINE, REBUILD AND REVEAL IDEAS
AS A CATALYST TO PROPEL CALGARY’S
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROSPERITY.

FAVOURITE
DAY TRIPS
FROM
CALGARY

VOTE
NOW
VOTE FOR YOUR
FAVOURITES AT
AVENUECALGARY.COM
avenuecalgary.com
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THE
Peter Tertzakian uses the past to explore and illuminate
the future of the energy sector, providing needed guidance
for everyone from investors to governments and also all
of us affected by the shifts of the local global industry.
alking energy is part of life in this province,
and no one talks energy quite like Peter
Tertzakian. Over the course of his fourdecades-and-counting career, the managing
director of ARC Financial Corp. and founder
of Energyphile, an online museum and
content hub designed to facilitate discussion
about the energy industry from a range of
entry points, has become a pre-eminent voice
on energy-related issues. Author of bestselling books A Thousand Barrels a Second
(McGraw Hill, 2006) and The End of Energy
Obesity (John Wiley & Sons, 2009), he’s also a
prolific columnist, commentator, podcaster
and public speaker who recently became one
of 14 experts appointed to the Government
of Canada’s Net-Zero Advisory Body, an
independent group that will advise on the
best pathways to achieving net-zero emissions by the year 2050. From policymakers
looking to make policies, to investors looking
to invest billions, they all turn to Tertzakian.
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“I’m constantly trying
to innovate on
how to improve effective
communication of
complex subjects.”
PETER TERTZAKIAN
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I’m absolutely fixated on
how to differentiate myself.
How to be different from all
the other people running
spreadsheets .
P E T E R T E R T ZA K IA N

It’s not just what he has to say, it’s how he
says it. Tertzakian’s treatment of the big,
important and possibly life-altering topics
characteristically draws inspiration from
antiquities. An ardent collector of energyindustry ephemera such as antique lightbulbs
and old photos of drilling rigs, he is innately
fascinated with how people lived in the past
and how that relates to the way we live in the
present and the way we will live in the future.
Using this approach, his presentations are
compelling and enlightening in a way that
data and spreadsheets can never be. “I’m
constantly trying to innovate on how to
improve effective communication of complex
subjects,” says Tertzakian.
Part of his success in understanding and
communicating the complexity of the energy
industry can be traced back to the earliest
years of his career. Born at the dawn of the
1960s in Saskatoon and raised from a young
age in Edmonton, Tertzakian studied
geophysics at the University of Alberta and,
following graduation, migrated to Calgary to
work for Chevron. He was (and still is) a
self-described “very technical, geeky kind of
person,” who was put to work developing
software in the age of mainframe computers
with big green screens.
About a year into that first job, Tertzakian

was offered the chance to go into field
operations, so he left the computer lab
behind and ventured into the still-wild spaces
of rural northern Alberta and other parts of
Canada. “In everybody’s lives, there are
formative periods, formative events, and that
was really a very formative event,” he says.
Formative, because as a kid raised in an
urban environment, he got to see and
appreciate the natural beauty of the country.
Formative, because he got to bear witness to
the massive scale of the world of energy
beyond his computer terminal. And
especially formative, because as a self-described introverted person it forced him to
break out of his shell and interact with the
people who lived in the small northern towns
and First Nations communities where he was
working, providing him invaluable perspective into the human impact of the industry.
He describes those years out in the field as
“some of the best years of my life.”
In the mid-1980s, Tertzakian left to
pursue graduate studies in economics at the
University of Southampton in the U.K. He
returned to Calgary and was re-hired by
Chevron, where he finished out the decade.
But with the economy in the doldrums at the
beginning of the 1990s, Tertzakian decided to
further his education with an MBA at MIT.

He completed the program in 1994 and with
a young family by that point, he and his wife
decided to put down roots in Calgary. “I just
have a tremendous fondness for it,” he says.
“When I get off the plane here, I just feel
privileged. There’s no better place, I think,
and those feelings have hardened over time.”
So began the next phase of his career as an
energy economist and financial analyst, a
trajectory that would eventually lead him to
his current roles with ARC Financial and
ARC Energy Research Institute.
Tertzakian began to consider writing a
book around the turn of the millennium —
something that even today he finds ironic,
since as a techy type he never had much
interest in creative writing and only passed
first-year university English by the skin of his
teeth. Even so, he was by then developing a
reputation for prescience in anticipating
industry trends, and for being a compelling
presenter. A book seemed the next logical
career step.
His original idea was provincial in scope,
but a mentor suggested he set his sights
higher and pitch in the publishing big leagues
of New York. His first book, A Thousand
Barrels a Second: The Coming Oil Break Point
and the Challenges Facing an Energy
Dependent World, looked at the world’s “oil
addiction” while envisioning a new direction
for the industry on a global scale.
He followed that with The End of Energy
Obesity: Breaking Today’s Energy Addiction
for a Prosperous and Secure Tomorrow, a
book that examines our worldwide energy
circumstance as it relates to population
growth, economic growth and an increase in
living standards.
The idea for Energyphile, which launched
officially in February 2020, originated out of
Tertzakian’s misgivings around writing a third
book. He had been struck by an offhand
comment from the publisher of his second
book, who told him to make sure his first and
last chapters were good, because no one reads
the stuff in the middle. “So then I started
thinking we need to reinvent the whole way
people digest information,” he says.
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He hasn’t given up on books entirely:
Energyphile has a publishing arm that last
year released The Investor Visit and Other
Stories: Disruption, Denial and Transition in
the Energy Business, a collection of shortform essays by Tertzakian about the energy
industry and its future. (The title story uses
an archival photo circa 1915 of a drilling rig
near Waterton Lakes National Park as a
jumping-off point for a thoughtful take on
concerns an energy investor might have had
back then and how that relates to concerns
energy investors might have in the present.)
Stories from The Investor Visit are often
used as reading material for Energyphile’s
virtual book club events, which are open to
anyone. Energyphile is also collaborating
with Heritage Park to develop interpretive
content for touchscreen kiosks in the Park’s
new Innovation Crossing Centre. The content
will be displayed on proprietary software
Tertzakian developed here in Calgary and is
allowing Heritage Park to use for free.
“It’s exciting for me to see the Energyphile
vision in action and playing out exactly as
Peter envisioned,” says Lori Burwash, a writer
and editor Tertzakian first hired four years
ago to help get Energyphile up and running,
and who is now president of Energyphile
Media Inc. “He’s just always thinking broadly
and far-reaching. In a way he’s kind of a
Renaissance man. He’s not your average
energy economist. He grew up this man of
math and science and a geophysicist, but he’s
also got this creative soul to him, so it’s the
writing, the photography ... he does video
editing. He really immerses himself.”
Having celebrated his 60th birthday
earlier this year, Tertzakian is at an age when
most people are looking toward retirement,
but he’s not quite in that headspace. “I’m in
the fortunate position that I could retire, but
retirement to me isn’t hitting the golf course
every day,” he says. “I’m a learner. I’m in my
happy place when I’m creating new ideas and
engaging in conversations that are stimulating and trying to make the world a better
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“He pulls all the threads
together in a way that’s
compelling and credible
because it’s lacking
hyperbole.”
DEBORAH YEDLIN

place. So, if I can spend all the rest of my life
doing that stuff, as well as finding opportunities to get out and enjoy the outdoors —
that’s retirement.”
If there is anything about retirement that
he does find appealing, it would be getting a
reprieve from his career-long fixation on how
to separate himself from the pack. “Paranoia
is a strong word, but I’m absolutely fixated on
how to differentiate myself. How to be
different from all the other people that are
running spreadsheets, how to be different
from all the other people that are using a
certain medium,” he says. As media changes,
he admits he’s finding that harder and harder
to do. “In my business, you’re only as good as
your last idea. So I have that constant racking
my brain for how can I do something
different. That takes up a lot of energy; it’s
exhausting,” he says.

Like anyone with a public profile,
Tertzakian admits to suffering the odd bout
of impostor syndrome, wondering if anyone
even cares what he has to say. But the truth is
that people most certainly do. “Everybody
wants to hear Peter,” says his long-time friend
Deborah Yedlin, the former Globe and Mail
and Calgary Herald business columnist and
current University of Calgary chancellor.
“He’s got so much credibility. He pulls all the
threads together in a way that’s compelling
and credible because it’s lacking hyperbole.”
Yedlin notes that Tertzakian’s credibility
may have almost as much to do with how he
listens as to how he speaks. “I’ve watched him
in many different situations, especially when
he’s in public, and how he graciously answers
every question. He takes the time to talk to
everybody after he makes a presentation and
never judges other people’s perspectives,
regardless of where they may be coming
from.” She compares the lineups after
Tertzakian’s presentations to a wedding
receiving line of people eager to hear from
him directly. “In Yiddish, a good soul, a good
human is called a mensch. Peter is a mensch
in so many ways: generosity of spirit, endless
curiosity and a good sense of humour.”
It’s those human qualities that have been,
and continue to be key to Tertzakian’s ability
to captivate an audience, and it’s something
he’ll need to draw on as part of the Net-Zero
Advisory Body. Though he believes strongly
in the need to evolve the energy industry, he
brings to the table invaluable insight into the
deep roots the industry has in his home
province and why people are resistant to
change. “I’ve presented to big corporate
CEOs in Tokyo, in the most incredible office
spaces from New York to London. I feel
privileged that I’ve been able to do that and
also been able to have conversations in the
middle of nowhere across Canada. That
diversity, for me, has been really important.”
“At the end of the day,” he says, “you’re just
laying the groundwork to have a conversation
with people.”

IN THE BUSINESS WORLD,
ACCOUNTING AND
INNOVATION GO HAND
IN HAND. CHARTERED
PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANTS ARE
FORWARD-THINKING
PROFESSIONALS HELPING
ALBERTA ORGANIZATIONS
PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE.

Calgary’s home
for Innovators,
coming Fall 2021
To learn more visit

   @platformcalgary

platformcalgary.com

INNOVATORS AREN’T
BORN, THEY’RE MADE.
And they’re made right here, at MRU.
Whether they’re growing nutrient rich vegetables in indoor, vertical farms or designing
confidence building clothing from sustainable fabrics, Mount Royal University students across
all disciplines are learning to develop innovative mindsets to propel them into their future.
Innovative people, spaces, programs, mindsets.

Find out more at mru.ca/Innovation
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DINING

BY COLIN GALLANT PHOTOS BY JARED SYCH

T H E I N N OVAT I O N
O F H O S P I TA L I T Y

How The Inn on Officers’ Garden uses high-tech screening and
novel cleaning methods to keep guests and staff safe.
he Inn on Officers’ Garden is a new boutique hotel,
dining establishment and event venue in historic
Currie Barracks, where the unique hospitality experience encompasses an equally unique screening
program and innovative cleaning methods.
The Statesman Group of Companies, owner-operator of The Inn on Officers’ Garden, acquired the
property from Canada Lands Company, a Crown
corporation that manages federal real estate and has

overseen projects such as the redevelopment of the
CN Tower. At the time, the late Mark McCullough
was serving as general manager of Canada Lands.
McCullough is lauded as a visionary urban planner
and was responsible for the distinctive and walkable
layouts of Currie Barracks and the nearby communities of Garrison Green and Garrison Woods.
Statesman has paid tribute to McCullough by naming The Inn’s conservatory space after him.
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DINING
MARK MCCULLOUGH
MEMORIAL CONSERVATORY

HOUSE-MADE CUPCAKES

ALL THE INN’S FIREPLACES ARE
ORIGINAL TO THE BUILDING

VINO CHAT PRIVATE DINING ROOM
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Robert Mah, The Inn on Officers’ Garden
construction manager, describes McCullough as a
“great visionary for this area of Calgary,” who was
instrumental in keeping a lot of the original aspects
of Currie Barracks intact. “We felt that it was really
important to honour him and memorialize the fact
that this building, and lots of others in the area, are
here today because of his vision.”
What is now The Inn on Officers’ Garden was
formerly the Officers’ Mess Hall, a military building
constructed circa 1936. Renovating the space to
modern standards was no small feat.
“This is a fully concrete and steel building. It was
like a bunker, really,” says Mah. “We had to redo the
entire HVAC, boiler system and electrical. Finding routes through concrete or around structural
elements, we had to get creative in terms of making
them either disappear through design or come up
with different solutions than would be typical.”
As if that wasn’t challenging enough, Mah
explains that each bit of construction required four
levels of approval. Because of the site’s various historical designations, the Province, the City, Canada
Lands and top brass at Statesman all needed to sign
off on every detail.
But this “labour of love,” as Mah describes it, was
worth it in the end. With just 13 suites (12 standard
suites plus the QE II Royal Suite), the hotel portion of the property is about as boutique as it gets.
It’s largely targeted at wedding parties seeking a
one-stop-hospitality-shop, though guests have also
included visiting family members of neighbourhood
residents, as well as those who need a home-awayfrom-home during renovations. Anyone looking for
a super-special stay should know about the QE II
Royal Suite, so named because then-Princess Elizabeth and the late Duke of Edinburgh spent the night
there back in 1951. The room has been preserved
as much as was feasible (“there’s

quaint and then
there’s antiquated,” quips operations manager Ron
Jacobson) and it features a generous ensuite and
sitting room area.
Dining spaces at The Inn include Officers Pub,
the largest dining space on site; Vino Chat, a private
dining room for up to 24; and adjoining lounges The
Living Room and The Snake Pit, which has billiard
tables. Flanders Fine Foods provides grab-and-go
service and can also do buffet service — if and when

DINING
THE BOUTIQUE HOTEL INCLUDES 13 SUITES

Anyone looking for a super-special stay should
know about the QE II Royal Suite, so named
because then-Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of
Edinburgh spent the night there back in 1951.

QE II ROYAL SUITE

THE LIVING ROOM

this style of dining is permitted under COVIDrelated restrictions. There’s also the aforementioned
Mark McCullough Memorial Conservatory, which
extends out to a patio. Each concept serves as much
local product as possible, with offerings ranging
from pizza and hand-held items to steak frites and
lamb-shank entrees. The focus on local is about supporting the community, Jacobson says. “If we don’t
look after each other, nobody else will.”
It’s easy to picture celebrating a birthday in
Vino Chat or hosting a bachelor(ette) party in The
Living Room and The Snake Pit. But, if you can
experience only one dining concept at The Inn,
might we suggest brunch or high tea in the airy
glass atrium of the conservatory? The unique space
also features a quaint ice cream stand and opens
onto the Officers’ Garden, which can accommodate
outdoor events.
Despite COVID-related restrictions and lockdowns, The Inn has successfully hosted a variety
of events since it opened. Between September and
December 2020, there was a wedding, Oktoberfest
celebration, community Halloween party and an artist market. At the time this story was written, Statesman confirmed that The Inn had not been identified
as the site of a single coronavirus transmission.
This success rate is likely due to its novel screening and cleaning methods. Upon entering, guests
are greeted by what Statesman calls “Dr. Wellness.”
The electronic screening system uses a camera to
determine whether you are wearing a mask, does a
digital temperature check and asks a series of screening questions. If you pass inspection, Dr. Wellness
emits a positive sound to notify staff that you have
been cleared to enter and can proceed to sign in for
contact tracing. Failure to pass inspection leads to an
error sound and denial of entry. (All data collected
by Dr. Wellness lives on a privately owned server
and can only be accessed by Alberta Health Services
should contact tracing be required.)
To develop Dr. Wellness, Statesman worked with
Port Coquitlam-based Real Time Networks, a tech
company focused on security. Based on Statesman’s
needs, which are dictated mostly by policies of
Alberta Health Services and Ontario Health, Real
Time custom-built the Dr. Wellness product based
on an existing piece of tech in its arsenal. Currently, Dr. Wellness is installed at The Inn as well as
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at The Manor Village Life Centers,
Statesman-owned supportive senior
living homes.
Along with its novel guestscreening program, The Inn uses
novel cleaning practices such as
UV-C cleaning wands and towers.
These devices use a special kind
of ultraviolet light that has been
known to kill viruses and bacteria.
While there is no definitive proof
that UV-C cleaning kills COVID-19,
the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine
(the collective scientific national
academy of the United States) has
publicly stated that it is effective in
this capacity. The Inn is also using
hydrostatic sprayers, which disperse
cleaning products in a high-velocity
mist that clings to round or unusually
shaped objects, such as doorknobs. In
addition to these innovative cleaning processes, Inn staff do numerous
standard cleans with hospital-grade
disinfectant throughout each day.

THE DR. WELLNESS
SCREENING SYSTEM

While it might seem that such a
rigorous cleaning regimen would create a clinical-feeling environment, The
Inn maintains its sense of warmth and
historic charm.
Between December 2020 and
February 2021, when restaurants and
bars were mandated to close, The Inn
pivoted to curbside pickup and delivery. While that’s something nearly
every restaurant in Calgary did, The
Inn skirted the prohibitive surcharges
of third-party delivery apps and
launched its own web store for orders.
Because of this, the facility was able
to keep staff on to execute deliveries,
with staff members receiving a Dr.
Wellness inspection upon every entry,
including following deliveries.
And so it seems the team behind
The Inn has gone above and beyond
to ensure success through innovative
practices and a community-minded
focus. It’s a safe bet that McCullough
would be proud to see these fruits of
his legacy.

FOOD FORWARD
Four more noteworthy innovations in local food service and production.
U-Pick Aquaponics
Produce at Granary
Road
Granary Road, an agripark and market just south of the city, has
opened what is described as “Alberta’s first
on-site U-pick aquaponics facility.” Aquaponics is a farming method that integrates
a culture of fish, plants and beneficial microorganisms in a soilless environment. It is
most commonly used to grow edible greens
and other plants indoors. Granary Road’s
aquaponics operation is a collaboration with
Lethbridge College and allows customers to
handpick aquaponic-farmed produce such
as tomatoes, basil and microgreens.
granaryroad.com
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Attabotics and FoodX
Technologies Partner
on Grocery Delivery
The demand for grocery
delivery service has skyrocketed since March
2020, for obvious reasons. Cue Attabotics
and FoodX Technologies, two tech companies
aiming to improve this model of service.
Headquartered in B.C., FoodX develops software for grocery delivery. Headquartered here
in Calgary, Attabotics is a 3D robotics supply
chain company that creates robots capable
of fulfilling warehouse orders. Together, they
are finding efficiencies in grocery delivery
that will ulitmately save money, space and
delivery time.
attabotics.com

Lovingly Made
Ingredients Opens
Plant in Calgary
Plant-based eating has
been one of the most lucrative food trends
of the last few years and shows no sign of
slowing down. Given Alberta’s agricultural
capacity, it seems natural that companies in
this space would set up shop here. This past
February, Lovingly Made Ingredients, one of
the biggest plant-based food producers in
the U.K., opened a manufacturing plant on
Barlow Trail. Using Calgary’s AGT Foods and
Saskatoon’s Parrheim Foods as suppliers,
the plant processes yellow peas to extract
proteins for use in a variety of products.
lovinglymadeingredients.com

New Multifunctional
Restaurant Software
by QResponse
QResponse helps restaurants manage a variety of functions through a
QR-code system. This new company’s software
lets users make transactions, manage waiting
lists, create online menus, organize reservations, streamline pickup and delivery and
contract trace. Founded by Griffin Smith and
Jacky Tai, QResponse offers both free features
and paid functionality. QResponse uses
Helcim, a local fintech company for transaction
payments. Helcim itself is a local tech company, founded by Nicolas Beique, a member of
Avenue’s Top 40 Under 40 Class of 2019.
qresponse.ca

The
Entrepreneurial
University
UCeed
Access to infrastructure, mentorship
and capital for research-based ventures

Hunter Hub for Entrepreneurial Thinking
Interdisciplinary nucleus that cultivates
the next generation of entrepreneurs

Life Sciences Innovation Hub
Research and innovation cluster with space for ventures
to work alongside UCalgary researchers and students

Great research universities support great cities.
Calgary is diverse, resilient, entrepreneurial, and with
innovations accelerated through the University of
Calgary, we will soon show the world we’re ready to
lead the way.

ucalgary.ca/entrepreneurial
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ROOM
GARDEN LOFT KITCHEN AND DINING AREA

“There’s a sea change
happening right now in
the perception of aging.”
JOHN BROWN, GARDEN LOFT
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TO

AGE

A greater variety of living options for older Calgarians means
more opportunities for everyone to find the right fit.
B Y N AT H A N K U N Z

algary is getting older.
In 2019, Calgarians 65
and over represented just
under 12 per cent of the
population. It’s predicted
that will increase to around
20 per cent by 2036.
The baby boomers are transitioning to their
golden years, hitting us with a wave of aging. To
prepare, the City has created its Age-Friendly
Strategy, developing initiatives and focusing on
creating more accessible services, housing and
community supports for seniors in Calgary.
There are a plethora of innovations for aging
popping up within the city limits. However, the
onus is also on each Calgarian to consider how
they can find their own definition of “aging well.”
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A SOLUTION IN
O U R B A C K YA R D S
As founder and principal of architectural design
construction company Housebrand, architect
John Brown has a history of creating dream
homes for Calgarian. Though as the years passed,
Brown says it became clear to him that a dream
home does not equate to a forever home, and a
forever home may be a misnomer to begin with.
“People’s lives change as they age,” Brown says.
“It seemed odd that we couldn’t have a house that
would adapt to those changing life conditions.”
Creating an accessible option to age well
within the community has since become a focus
for Brown, who is also dean of the School of
Architecture, Planning and Landscape at the
University of Calgary.
In 2016, Brown completed a PhD entitled
Going Home: Future Adaptive Building for Agingin-Place through the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology. He has since applied his knowledge
to his latest endeavour, the Garden Loft.
Garden Lofts are prefabricated, private living

units designed to be easily crane-lifted into a backyard. The one-storey, 380-square-foot units allow
older adults to live in a space designed to adapt
to their changing needs. And because the Garden
Loft can be added to a backyard, seniors can
remain independent while staying close to family
and the communities they love.
Designed to be stylish and comfortable, Garden
Lofts also subtly house sophisticated medical
tech. For example, sensors built into the home
connect to a purpose-built digital program that
tracks significant changes in behaviour, helping to
flag potential problems. Residents can have this
information shared with family members or other
caregivers so they can stay in-the-know on warning signs of decline.
Garden Lofts are wheelchair accessible, have
variable height counters, zero-step showers, fallsafe flooring and grab rails that double as towel
racks throughout. The age-in-community perks
extend to the surroundings of the home. Allowing
for easy access to familiar public transportation
and services, Brown notes, can be the difference in
staying put or moving out.
“The key is that you can continue to live in your
community of choice and have as conventional a
life as you’ve always had; where you have authority,
agency and independence for as long as possible,”
says Brown.
Garden Loft has been years in the making. Beginning as a UCalgary project, Brown transitioned
it into a start-up in 2018 supported by Thin Air
Labs. Now they are just months away from Garden
Lofts landing in backyards.
Brown says the Garden Loft launch is part of
a larger trend. “There’s a sea change happening
right now in the perception of aging,” says Brown,
who says baby boomers are demanding more for
their golden years. Brown says he expects the next
generation of seniors to be more vocal about their
freedom of choice in living situations.
“Quite frankly, it’s the right thing to do,” he says.
avenuecalgary.com
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“An important thing that
we tend to overlook is the fact
that many seniors become
lonelier as they age.”
ROBERT OLLERENSHAW, D E V E L O P E R O F T H E E D WA R D

REDEFINING
C A R E AT H O M E

J

ust as environmental supports differ depending on the
needs of individuals, so too
does the definition of “care.”
For some, it could mean assistance with
oxygen management, while for others, it
could mean someone coming by to play a
round of checkers.
This spectrum of need sits at the core
of what Vytality at Home offers.

“It’s focused on the client’s needs and
really trying to improve their quality of life,
whether it’s physical or cognitive activities.
It’s really about them,” says Brad Lohman,
co-president of Vytality at Home.
Lohman and co-president Nicole Dyer
launched Vytality in 2018 as an app and
web-based service that allows clients
to book and schedule services based on
their individual needs. Through greater
transparency and care options, Vytality
looks to offer clients more say in what’s
provided and when.
“We provide people with choice,” says
Dyer, noting that Vytality services range
from housekeeping to 24-hour palliative
care. “Our core purpose is to create
exceptional experiences and really, that
runs from any age demographic that
would benefit from those services.”
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THE EDWARD LOBBY

I N D E P E N D E N T, T O G E T H E R
Section23 CEO and executive chairman Robert
Ollerenshaw has made innovating away from the
norm central to much of his career, and his work
with senior living is no exception.
As the developer behind The Edward, an
inner-city senior living residency connected
to the cSpace King Edward arts incubator near
Marda Loop, Ollerenshaw set out to create an
option that offers the perks of communal living
without sacrificing freedom. Similar to Brown’s
philosophy with Garden Loft — albeit with more
focus on the social side — maintaining autonomy
with the benefits of close-by support is central to
Ollerenshaw’s approach at The Edward.
“I think an important thing that we tend to
overlook is the fact that many seniors become
lonelier as they age,” says Ollerenshaw. “Many
seniors are also reluctant to go into a seniors’
residences, per se, because they don’t know what
will happen there. They don’t like to [give up]
their independence.”
The Edward stands apart from traditional
options. Individualized kitchens in units and

restaurant-style dining options housed within
The Edward allow residents to avoid adhering to
set meal schedules, while a hotel-style concierge
service takes the place of a clinical front desk
upon entry. Residents of The Edward have access
to a chauffeured Bentley for trips to the store,
doctor’s office or anywhere else.
The Edward’s debut came at a precarious time
for senior living, with the first residents moving
in in November 2020.
While plans to integrate the neighbouring
arts incubator, nearby Montessori school and
the community at large into daily activities was
delayed by the pandemic, Ollerenshaw says the
restrictions have instead offered the chance to focus on developing a tight-knit community within
The Edward. Amenities like yoga classes and a
salon operating within the building have allowed
residents to maintain a sense of normalcy during
the pandemic.
“It’s a very different situation right now, but
that’s also allowed us the ability to create programs
within The Edward,” Ollerenshaw says.

ADVERTISEMENT

Right Home
Right Care
Right Time
Right Place
For over 75 years, Bethany has been a
leading provider of the full spectrum
of housing and care options for
seniors and adults with disabilities in
central and southern Alberta. We offer
the right home and care at the right
time in the right place.

Affordable Housing and Campus of Care for Seniors
Seniors can age in community as their care needs change at Riverview Village in southeast
Calgary. We offer affordable rental suites for independent seniors, as well as highly complex
dementia care and long-term care at our new purpose-built Bethany Riverview located on-site.
We also have a wide variety of affordable housing complexes throughout Calgary.

Life Lease Community
Sundance on the Green is a community for independent seniors who enjoy active living.
Purchase a spacious suite through our Life Lease program, which is a home-ownership
arrangement offering peace-of-mind with a guaranteed buy-back of the lease agreement.

Supportive Living and Long-Term Care
Bethany offers Supportive Living suites in a home-like setting to independent seniors. As care
needs change, Designated Supportive Living offers 24-hour nursing support.
Bethany’s care centres are home to almost 1,000 residents who require long-term care in central
and southern Alberta. Our programs provide professional services to those who require 24/7 care.

For more information, please contact us:

403.210.4600 or 1.888.410.4679
email: info@bethanyseniors.com
BethanySeniors.com
avenuecalgary.com
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PIANO LOUNGE AT THE EDWARD

I T TA K E S A
COMMUNITY

CONSIDERING
C U LT U R E

T

he importance of maintaining culture has long been
a focus for Wing Kei. Since
it first opened as a unit for
Calgarians of Chinese heritage within the
Bethany Care Centre in 1997, the not-forprofit has expanded rapidly. Today Wing
Kei operates three seniors’ residences
and a popular day program.
“As people age, there is a tendency to
seek comfort in what is familiar,”
says Peggy Chan, director of hospitality.
“This is especially true for residents
who have cognitive ailments and who
benefit from using all their senses to
experience a sense of what is home,”
she says.
While Chan notes that the majority of
Wing Kei residents come from Chinese
backgrounds, the organization ensures
that all Calgarians are welcome.
Now in the early stages of developing
a new centre in Highland Park, Wing Kei’s
scope continues to grow, though culturally specific care remains central.
“Our focus is on caring for seniors
with love by embracing their whole person,” says Chan. “Culturally appropriate
care is vital to their well-being, because
it is the sounds, smells, tastes and sights
from our childhoods that often come
rushing back as we age.”
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“One of the things we hear
a lot when we talk to
seniors is that they’ve
‘set up’ in a community.”
LISA KAHN, GUIDE F OR LOCAL AREA
PLANNING TEAM COORDINATOR

S U P P O RT I N
HOUSING FOR ALL
While being chauffeured around in a Bentley likely
will not be most Calgarians’ future, finding a dignified supportive home should be.
Calgary is home to several subsidized senior
housing options owned by the province and operated by housing management organizations. Tenants pay 30 per cent of their household’s adjusted
income in rent, allowing for seniors to find safe
housing at prices they can afford.
Trinity Place Foundation of Alberta (TPFA)
operates 16 such properties in the city, offering
affordable housing for low to moderate income
seniors. According to TPFA director of independent living Brenda Elliott, the organization strives
to maintain a strong relationship with its tenants
and provide support wherever possible.
“It’s not your private sector apartment building
where people come in, pay their rent and there’s
not a lot of interaction with staff and management,” says Elliott. “We really try to build a sense of
community to make it feel like this is a home.”
Central to the approach is TPFA’s tenant
resource coordinators, who assist residents with
things like referrals for food hampers or navigating pensions. While the organization doesn’t offer
direct care, staff does work to facilitate community connections to ensure residents can live well
within their means.

A sense of home doesn’t stop at your property line.
And although a particular neighbourhood may be
the perfect place to settle down or raise a family, it
may fall short of seniors’ needs in later years.
But instead of forcing seniors to move to more
“suitable” locations, the City is working to ensure
Calgarians can continue to thrive within their
beloved stomping grounds as the city grows and
evolves. This is one focus of the Guide for Local
Area Planning.
Once passed by council, the City will use the
Guide to create community-specific local area
plans. These plans are intended to create a vision
for development and growth, allowing for clearer
communication to developers and communities on
what the City is looking for, and to better evaluate
potential applications for new builds and community features as they come in.
Coordinator for the Guide team Lisa Kahn says
a priority for the seniors they consulted was ensuring communities have options that allow them to
stay close to the areas they know and love.
“One of the things that we hear a lot when we
talk to seniors is that they’ve ‘set up’ in a community,” says Kahn. “They’ve set up their home.
They have their friends. It’s easy for them to get
around. A lot of seniors have a little bit of an issue
with [moving] outside of their community because
they’ve already built what they know.”
Kahn says that it’s often lack of choice that
pushes seniors out of their neighbourhoods. Older
communities were developed and planned with a
focus on younger populations, with single-family
homes as the norm. As the Guide starts to influence development, she predicts Calgarians will
notice more variety in housing options appearing in established areas, such as ground-oriented
cottage-style homes and senior living residences.
“Probably the biggest thing from a planning
perspective that we can do is make sure that our
communities have that flexibility,” says Kahn. “It
really goes a long way to try to make sure that our
communities provide [for] everybody’s needs.”
Whether through receiving care at home,
settling into an adaptable and innovative living
solution or finding a space to independently age
alongside others, there’s no right or wrong way to
age. And as Calgary’s population progresses, so
too do the options offered within the city, ensuring
more Calgarians can find the right fit for their
definition of aging well.
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Margot Schulman
B.A. Gerontology, B.I.D.
Founder & Principal
Interior Designer

INNOVATION IS AT THE
HEART OF CALGARY’S
PROSPEROUS FUTURE,
AND WE ARE COMMITTED
TO BUILDING THE
THRIVING TECH STARTUP
COMMUNITY THAT GETS US
THERE.

BETTER CARE. BETTER LIFE. BY DESIGN.
WE ALL START AGING THE
MINUTE WE ARE BORN.
Schulman Design specializes in inclusive
and accessible design solutions. Our clients
are able to stay in their homes regardless
of any mobility issues because of clever
design modifications which are adaptable
for any age or stage of life. From start to
finish our full-service design and construction
teams transform space for those with any
accessibility or mobility needs.
Our design solutions produce homes that are
adaptable without looking institutional.

ADAPTIVE HOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
• Curbless showers
• Adjustable height, hand-held
shower head
• Slip resistant flooring
• Transitional & removable grab bars
• Continuous stretches of custom
counter heights
• Side opening ovens
• Keyless locks and hardware
operable with closed fists
• Telehealth technology

THE SUCCESS OF OUR
TECH-INNOVATION
ECOSYSTEM STRENGTHENS
CALGARY’S IMAGE AS
THE CITY OF CHOICE
FOR THE WORLD’S BEST
ENTREPRENEURS WHO
ARE SOLVING GLOBAL
CHALLENGES.

403.261.0088

schulmandesign.com
avenuecalgary.com
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BY KARIN OLAFSON

H E A L T H Y AGING

STARTS
NOW
The lifestyle choices we make, the social connections we form and
the hobbies we nurture decades before we reach our twilight years
can all help slow the clock. Local experts share what healthy aging
means and some steps you can take to do it right.

LEARNING
In 2016, the Mount Royal University
(MRU) Conservatory partnered with
United Active Living Communities, to
bring classical concerts directly to its
residents. “Residents would come over
to the Conservatory in a bus and attend
our classical concerts, and we would
also send musicians over there to give
them in-house private concerts,” says
Brad Mahon, dean of MRU’s Faculty of
Continuing Education.
Since then, MRU has expanded the
program to further inspire residents’
curiosity and ignite their intellect.
“Now, it’s a lecture series where MRU’s
broad faculty can participate. We’ve
gone beyond music to [digitally broadcasting] lectures on politics, history,
science and technology to residents,”
Mahon says.
Recent topics MRU faculty members have presented on for United Active Living residents include artificial
intelligence and The Winnipeg General
Strike of 1919.
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H E A LT H Y B O D Y,
H E A LT H Y M I N D
Our genes partly predetermine how we age,
but decisions we make can reduce (or increase)
our risk of age-related diseases. “There are so
many factors that go into how we age that can
be addressed as a much younger person,” says
Candace Konnert, director of the University of
Calgary’s Healthy Aging Lab. Konnert says some
risk factors for declining health with age include
smoking, obesity, heart disease and high blood
pressure. “These are lifelong predictors of how
we’ll age and these risk factors are cumulative
over time,” she says.

Having a regular exercise routine is a surefire
way to mitigate health risks that accompany age,
explains Marc Poulin, professor in the department of physiology and pharmacology in the
Cumming School of Medicine at UCalgary.
“With advancing aging, there are naturally
occurring changes in the systems of the body,
including the brain,” says Poulin. “Then, declines
in levels of physical activity with aging can [accelerate] reduction in muscle mass and function,
and increased bone fragility, physical frailty and
risk of falls.
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LIFELONG

ging doesn’t happen as
soon as we enter retirement or celebrate our
65th birthday. It happens
gradually, over the course
of our lifetime. It’s something we’re all experiencing, right now, as each minute passes.
While local experts’ suggestions for healthy
aging aren’t particularly new or revolutionary,
what is new is the growing body of research
demonstrating the importance of being active,
eating healthy foods and maintaining social connections. That research also shows it’s never too
early — nor too late — to make lifestyle changes
to increase your chance of good health in your
senior years.

GET INSPIRED
TO GET MOVING
In 2019, Calgarian Gerry Miller was
ranked as the fastest marathon runner
over 80 years old in the world. Since
he ran his first marathon at 58 years
old, Miller has qualified for the Boston
Marathon 25 times and participated 13
times. At 84, he runs at least four times
a week and includes hill repeats, speed
training and three-hour endurance runs
in his training routine.
Finding a form of movement you love
to do, and will do consistently, is integral to aging well, Miller says. “Regular
movement makes us feel more positive,
and then we can spread that to others.”
While he knows not everyone will be
inspired to take up marathon running
in retirement, for those who are interested Miller recommends connecting
with a local running group. “Strides
Running Store has a wonderful smaller
group for runners of all ages,” he says.
“And Gord’s Running Store’s group is
great, offering advice on different kinds
of shoes and pacing.” Both stores offer
free weekly runs that are still taking
place during the pandemic.

“Reduced activity also contributes to declines
in heart and lung health, and worsening of conditions such as high blood pressure, diabetes and
heart disease. All [of these are] associated with
development of dementia later in life,” he says.
Brain in Motion, a UCalgary study, examines
how regular aerobic activity in our 50s, 60s,
70s or 80s leads to improvements in how well
our brain processes and understands information. The study, co-authored by Poulin (who
was the principal investigator), and published in
Neurology, the medical journal of the American

Academy of Neurology, in May, 2020, tracked
206 participants ages 50 to 83 as they completed
a supervised aerobic exercise program over a
six-month period. Participants walked, jogged
or cycled three days a week, and they completed
thinking and memory tests at the beginning and
end of the study.
The study found brain functioning improved
with regular aerobic exercise, even among previously sedentary participants. “Verbal fluency,
which tests how quickly you can retrieve information, increased by 2.4 per cent, equivalent to

[results] in someone five years younger,” Poulin
says. Additionally, the study found the ability of
the participants to recall words improved by 2.6
per cent — equal to results expected from someone four years younger — and multi-tasking and
problem-solving improved by 5.7 per cent, equal
to someone almost six years younger.
“Exercise is an activity that can sort of turn
back the clock on the brain, to a certain degree,”
says Poulin. “It’s one of the few interventions
shown to have a disease-modifying effect on
aging diseases of the brain.”
avenuecalgary.com
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P L AY I N G T H E
LONG GAME
Loving the hit Netflix show The Queen’s
Gambit isn’t the only reason to take
up chess. According to a 2019 Spanish
study published in the International
Journal of Environmental Research
and Public Health, playing chess
could reduce your risk of developing
dementia. The study found that chess
“affects specific areas of the brain,
and this [brain] stimulation shifts with
the problems that a chess player faces
during the game.” Additionally, the
study found people who play board
games reduce their risk of a decline in
brain functioning by 75 per cent.
While most local club activities are
currently paused, consider joining
game groups like the Calgary Chess
Club or the FLC Seniors Club’s mahjong, cribbage or bridge activities
when they restart in order to work that
muscle between your ears.
For more information, visit
calgarychess.com and flcseniors.ca.

“Ages 65 and over, we
start to see a reduction
in the diversity of the
gut microbiome.”
O R S H A M A G YA R , N UTRITIONAL CONSULTANT
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Being mindful of what we put into our body is
also important for healthy aging.
Orsha Magyar, a nutritional consultant
and CEO and founder of NeuroTrition, offers
science-based dietary recommendations to boost
brain health. As we age, our metabolism slows
and blood flow decreases, explains Magyar. This
means it’s more difficult for essential nutrients to
reach the brain and support its functioning.
Brain inflammation can also occur as we age,
which may be because the variety of probiotics
(the good bacteria in our gut) decreases. “Ages 65
and over, we start to see a reduction in the diversity of the gut microbiome,” Magyar says. “Right
now, scientists are starting to figure out which gut
bugs help us age gracefully.”

Magyar recommends eating foods rich in probiotics, such as kimchee, plain yogourt, tempeh
and unpasteurised sauerkraut. She also recommends eating foods that support probiotic health,
like nuts, seeds and whole grains. These are all examples of prebiotics, or dietary fibres, that Magyar
calls “healthy gut microbes’ favourite food.”
There is currently no known cure for dementia or Parkinson’s, but what we eat might
reduce the risk of developing inflammatory brain
conditions, like dementia and Parkinson’s. “The
Mediterranean diet is a really wonderful example
of an anti-inflammatory diet. It is full of raw or
slightly cooked fruits and vegetables, healthy fats
like extra-virgin olive oil and fish that contains
omega-3 fatty acids,” Magyar says.
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FEEDING THE BRAIN

P museum
Part
Part library
Part business school

ALBERTA INNOVATES
IS THE ENGINE OF
INNOVATION – FOCUSED
ON DIVERSIFICATION TO
DELIVER BENEFITS TO
ALBERTANS NOW AND
WELL INTO THE FUTURE.

Energy fuels how we live, work and play.
Explore what it means to you at energyphile.org
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TEA FOR
TOGETHERNESS

For more information, visit
calgaryoutlink.ca/50plus

“Finding personal
meaning and being
engaged really does
involve other
individuals.”
C A N D A CE KONNERT, UNIVERSITY
O F C A L GARY HEALTHY AGING LAB
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ALL TOGETHER NOW
Maintaining social contacts is another essential
element of healthy aging. According to Candace
Konnert of UCalgary’s Healthy Aging Lab, having a social network is often connected to your
meaning and purpose in life, and having purpose
factors into both good brain functioning and
positive mental health.
There are many ways to find connection or
meaning: some people focus on family, others
on volunteer work and others on joining sport
and social groups, where they can explore an
old hobby or start a new one. “Finding personal
meaning and being engaged really does involve
other individuals,” Konnert says. She notes that
the connection between isolation and loneliness,
impaired brain functioning and increased risk of
dementia is known to exist, but the reason for this
connection isn’t entirely understood yet.
Creating purposeful social interactions can also
come from connecting with culture or community through groups such as the Calgary Chinese

Elderly Citizens’ Association and the Dashmesh
Culture Centre Seniors Society for Sikh seniors.
“Community is important as we age because it
reinforces a shared set of values and ideologies,”
says Konnert. “Look at the Chinese long-term
care facilities: they share a common language,
food, heritage and share the understanding of
what it means to be in that specific group.”
Another example of this is the social groups or
care settings for veterans, says Konnert. “Veterans
share memories of the military and they share the
military culture, and that’s very important to their
identity. Those shared understandings are powerful predictors of well-being in older people.”
Whether you’re six or 60, the things that keep
your mind and body healthy aren’t that hard to
figure out. But research is showing that making a
commitment to following these suggestions — to
eat well, be active, create lasting relationships and
meaning in your life — can make all the difference in aging well.

PHOTOGRAPH BY JARED SYCH

Last year, Kari Stone, manager of education and recreation at Kerby Centre,
was concerned about the city’s seniors
becoming more and more isolated.
Aware that queer seniors group the
Rainbow Elders could no longer meet
at Kerby Centre, Stone reached out
to Calgary Outlink, a not-for-profit
for Calgary’s 2SLGBTQ+ community
and its allies, about hosting a regular
community meet-up over Zoom. The
meet-up, now known as “Tea Time With
Dorothy,” originally took place weekly,
but has since moved to a twice-monthly
on the second and fourth Tuesdays
of the month. Any senior (age 50+) is
welcome. There’s no set agenda, rather,
the conversation is encouraged to
evolve naturally.
“Folks just generally want to see
a friendly face and talk to someone,
especially those who live alone,” said
the event’s original host Leslie Wilkins,
a former peer-support lead at Outlink.
Fixed start and end times prevent the
meet-ups from running on too long,
which can cause interest to wane —
something to consider for anyone
thinking of starting up their own event
to connect community online.

Cambridge
Manor
The Brenda Strafford Foundation is bringing our ‘people-first’
approach to our innovative new seniors wellness community.
Cambridge Manor is now over 70% occupied and suite selections
are becoming more limited. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to be
among the first residents to call Cambridge Manor ‘home’ this spring.
253 Smith St. NW | 403-536-8675 | cambridge@theBSF.ca
Visit us online at: cambridgemanor.ca | theBSF.ca
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WELCOME HOME TO
CAMBRIDGE MANOR
Renowned for award winning care, The
Brenda Strafford Foundation is proud to
introduce Calgary’s newest seniors’ wellness
community in the University District.
Enjoy a rich and full life with the comfort
and security of a true aging-in-place
experience, from private independent and
assisted living to private long term care.

Alberta Children’s Hospital
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BY ANDREW PENNER

C AT C H I N G R AYS I N

CRANBROOK
This sunny city in the Kootenay Rockies makes a great getaway
for golfers, outdoor adventurers and history buffs.
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FISHING ON THE ST. MARY RIVER

MOUNTAINS

W

hen you’re sandwiched
between two stellar ski
destinations, it’s easy to get
overlooked. That’s long been
the story of Cranbrook, B.C.,
a city of 20,000 between
Fernie an hour to the east and Kimberley a half-hour
to the northwest. But with great golf courses, fantastic fishing and hiking, and intriguing historic sites —
not to mention its claim to being one of the sunniest
spots in B.C. — Cranbrook is a destination in its own
right. To get there from Calgary, it’s about a four-anda-half-hour drive, or a one-hour flight into Canadian
Rockies International Airport (YXC). Here’s how to
make the most of your time in this sunny section
of the Kootenay Rockies. (For the most up-to-date
information about interprovincial travel restrictions
due to COVID-19 visit hellobc.com.)

Golf

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF CRANBROOK TOURISM, KARI MEDIG

With a variety of scenic courses in and around the
city, Cranbrook is a hot spot for golfers. The cream
of the crop is Wildstone Golf Course, the first Black
Knight Design by Gary Player Design course in
Canada, which features impeccable turf conditions,
beautiful vistas, gorgeous shaping and a super-fun
finishing run that rivals anything in the province.
If you don’t have time to play the entire course, the
Wildstone driving range serves up stunning views.
Located within the city limits, the Cranbrook
Golf Club is a pretty parkland course with a
walking-friendly layout framed by towering pines.
A couple others in the area definitely worth booking
a tee time at are the riverside links at St. Eugene Golf
Resort & Casino on the Ktunaxa Nation north of
Cranbrook, and Shadow Mountain, a roller coaster
of a course with significant elevation changes.

Fishing
Originating high up in the Purcell Mountain range, the St. Mary River is one
of the premier trout-fishing destinations in the Kootenay Rockies. Teeming
with feisty cutthroat, this fast-flowing, freestone river draws fly fishing enthusiasts from all over. The Cranbrook region also offers great lake fishing: Stoney
Lake, Jimsmith Lake and Peckham’s Lake are three popular options, though
the regions features upwards of 50 lakes where rainbow trout, cutthroat trout,
bull trout and other species thrive. For guided excursions or information on all
things fishing in the area, contact the St. Mary Angler Fly Shop in Cranbrook.

W HER E TO E AT

W

ith more than 20 taps of local beer, mouth-watering food and a
sweet patio out front, Fire Hall Kitchen & Tap in downtown Cranbrook is a key spot to refuel after a day on the trails, on the water
or in the woods. In fact, the Fire Hall tagline declares it “your post-adventure
hangout.” Another post-adventure hangout in downtown Cranbrook is The
Heid Out Restaurant & Bar, where they serve tasty South Indian masala and
the local favourite, jaeger schnitzel. The Heid Out is also home to Fisher Peak
Brewing, a craft brewery operating out of the basement. If you’re in search of
all-day breakfast and comfort food, The Cottage Restaurant is a classic downhome diner famous for its Bennies and its bread.

avenuecalgary.com
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Hiking

MOUNTAIN BIKING IN THE
CRANBROOK COMMUNITY FOREST

Off-road Cycling
Although there are some gradual ups
and downs, the 26-km North Star
Rails to Trails pathway is ideal for
recreational cyclists who want a scenic spin. Along the way you’ll cruise
over narrow bridges, pedal alongside
the St. Mary River and glide through
pretty forested areas peppered with
lodgepole pine. The trail has numerous access points so you can customize your route according to ability.

For mountain bikers craving a
rockier ride, the Cranbrook Community Forest is a treasure trove of
trails. This popular recreation area on
Cranbrook’s northeastern boundary
boasts 84 trails of varying degrees of
difficulty, although the vast majority
of are rated “blue” (intermediate).
Visit Gerick Sports in downtown
Cranbrook for bike rentals and trail
information.

Pyramid-shaped Fisher Peak is the
most prominent landmark in the
Cranbrook area. Tipping out at 2,846
metres, this sun-blasted summit is the
highest point in the southern Rockies.
But the hike up Fisher should only be
attempted by very fit and experienced
adventurers skilled in route-finding,
scrambling and negotiating exposed
sections. The 4.5-kilometre trail to
the summit is steep and rugged, with
1,340 m of elevation gain. Just getting
to the trailhead is a rough 10-km
drive requiring a solid four-by-four
vehicle. You’ll want at least eight to 10
hours for Fisher. If you make it to the
summit, you’ll be rewarded with jawdropping views (and sore muscles).
A more moderate option is Mause
Creek Tarns, a 3.1-km trek with 405
m of elevation gain, that takes you up
into scenic subalpine meadows
filled with wildflowers,
larch and fir trees.
Wycliffe Buttes, the
Cranbrook Community Forest, and
the nearby Top of the
World and Premier
Lake Provincial Parks
also offer exceptional
hiking options.

Historic
Attractions
Train afficionados and history buffs
will want to set aside ample time to
explore the Railcar Collection at the
Cranbrook History Centre. There
you can view 13 railcars, embodying art deco and art nouveau design
styles, as well as a 1927 executive
night car that once transported
VIPs including Queen Elizabeth II,
Sir Winston Churchill and John F.
Kennedy.
Two more historic sites in the
area are Fort Steele, a restored-goldrush town-turned-heritage-themepark, and the Ktunaxa Interpretive
Centre at St. Eugene Resort, where
you can learn from Ktunaxa Elders
and Knowledge Keepers about the
property’s dark past as a residential school before the Ktunaxa
Nation reclaimed it as a
tourist destination.
These facilities
have all had their operations affected by
COVID-19, so make
sure to check hours
and opening times,
and research visitor
restrictions in advance.

F

or a stay right in Cranbrook, Prestige
Rocky Mountain Resort has some newly
renovated rooms available for booking, as
well as a train car that has been converted into
two guest suites. Outside the city, St. Eugene
Resort has 125 boutique hotel rooms and suites
as well as a riverside RV park. If you’re camping,
one of the best options in the area is Moyie Lake
Provincial Park, a 111-site campground on the
shores of a mountain lake.
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Avenue’s writers and editors are
occasionally invited to experience
dining or adventure experiences as a
guest, including some of the experiences
in this story. Neither complimentary
experiences nor advertising are required for coverage in Avenue. Neither
companies that advertise nor those that
provide other incentives are promised
editorial coverage, nor do they have
the opportunity to review or approve
stories before publication.
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W H E RE TO STAY

www.avenuecalgary.com/innovationevent
Join us June 16 for four conversations about what
Calgary needs to do to develop the next economy.
PEOPLE POWERED
Led by Olympic champion,
Calgary business owner and
Companion of the Order of
Canada Mark Tewksbury, this
panel discussion focuses on how
Calgary must grow, attract and
retain the talent we need to go
from a natural resource economy
to a human resource economy.

FOOD OF THE
FUTURE
The prairies continue to be
Canada’s bread basket and
agriculture continues to be vital
to the Calgary region. But food is
changing fast. We look at the food
of the future and take you inside
some of the city’s most exciting
agri-tech businesses.

INVESTMENT
ACCESS
Access to investment is
often the difference between a
great idea and a growing business. Find out about
the hurdles Calgary’s
startups face to accessing
investment, and what’s being
done to eliminate them.

REINVENTING DIGITAL
STORYTELLING
Peter Tertzakian, shares his latest
ventures — Energyphile and the
patent-pending technology behind
it. Tertazakian will talk about how
this platform offers a new way of
presenting information to build an
escalation of interest in readers
and about how it addresses the
recent huge shifts in the way we
absorb information.

DUE TO THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF OUR SPONSORS

REGISTRATION FOR THIS EVENT IS FREE.
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lush & layered
DESIGNED BY PLANTA LANDSCAPE
The relatively small footprint of this project
presented big opportunities for Planta Landscape
to get creative with design. One of the most popular
projects shared on Planta’s social-media accounts,
it incorporates carefully placed Rundle rocks and
layers of vegetation to create dense, tiered coverage
that doesn’t obstruct city views.
403-254-5437, plantalandscape.com,
@plantalandscape

exterior elegance
DESIGNED BY PAUL AND DOUG LAVOIE
Interior designer Paul Lavoie teamed up with his husband Doug
Lavoie to create this serene garden space at their home. The garden
is an all-season hobby for the couple, who are forever plotting how to
improve it. Bringing his experience designing interiors to the project,
Paul says the space was conceived as an “outside room.”
403-229-1504, paullavoie.com, @paullavoiedesign
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Yards Apart
Showstopper landscapes and outdoor-living spaces created by local designers.
BY COLIN GALLANT
avenuecalgary.com
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Asian-inspired
DESIGNED BY VISIONSCAPES
With more than $60,000 of lighting installed across
30 “zones,” this project was nothing short of epic.
The design started with a complete gutting of the
yard, says VisionScapes president Jeff Campbell.
The space features many one-of-a-kind items,
including a 2,500-pound hand-carved stone Buddha,
commissioned from Bali, and now installed above
the outdoor fireplace.
403-281-8751, vision-scapes.ca, @visionscapes

DESIGNED BY JERILYN WRIGHT
When interior designer Jerilyn Wright was quoted a
six-figure price tag to redo her backyard, she decided
to handle it herself. The yard sits at the bottom of a
naturally forested hill, and Wright’s intent was to create
what she calls a “back-to-nature oasis” flowing from
the woodland. To create the “organically fluid” effect,
Wright incorporated natural waterfalls, fruit trees and
perennial gardens.
403-229-3300, jwadesign.com
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back to nature

No bone?

Have you ever been told that you don’t have enough bone for
dental implants? If so, you should see a periodontist. Periodontists
have various grafting and graft-free solutions to help you restore
your smile. For more information visit us online at: ab.greatgums.ca

Alberta Academy
of Periodontics

ZZ082 PURRSUASION | 572 BACKDROP

CDL South
(403) 255-1811
7265-11 Street SE
Calgary, AB T2H 2S1
CDL North
(403) 275-3304
11752 Sarcee Trail NW
Calgary, AB T3R 0A1
CDL Invermere
(250) 342-1592
4B 492 Arrow Road
Invermere, BC V0A 1K2

CARPET • RUGS • HARDWOOD • andersontuftex.com

@CDLcalgary
www.carpetandflooring.com
avenuecalgary.com
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water safe

feeling & focus
DESIGNED BY YOUR SPACE BY DESIGN
For this backyard, Your Space By Design owner and
principal designer Katherine Kinch installed asymmetrical metal screens around the outdoor fireplace
to draw focus away from the prominent garage, then
softened the space with shrubs and trees and a granite gurgler that imitates the sound of running water.
403-971-5363, yourspacebydesign.com,
@yourspacebydesign

al fresco at home
DESIGNED BY GUYS HILL LANDSCAPING
Outdoor cooking and entertaining was front-of-mind for
this complete backyard overhaul. Guys Hill prides itself on
creating “outdoor living” spaces and this project was no exception. Tiers and lighting create distinct spaces, leading up
to the showpiece: a cultured-stone gourmet kitchen and bar,
where etched into the granite above the barbecue, the word
asador is a nod to the client’s love of Spanish-style grilling.
403-217-9112, guyshilllandscaping.com,
@guyshilllandscapingyyc
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DESIGNED BY COUNTRYSIDE
LANDSCAPES & GARDEN CENTRE
DeWinton-based Countryside Landscapes & Garden Centre created this
custom “dry pond” water feature, a
design technique in which a layer of
gravel is laid on top, eliminating the
risk of kids falling into open water.
Conservation and efficiency were
top of mind in the feature’s design,
which includes a pump to circulate
the water. Drought tolerance and water efficiency also factored into the
choice of hardy, sun-loving shrubs
such as barberries, mugo pines and
spirea in the planting beds.
403-938-1835, csgcl.com,
@countrysidegardencentre

RIDEAU RESIDENCE
BY MARTINLEE DESIGN
Cosmopolitan Collection I Naked
CHEVRON & PLANKS

P H O T O G R A P H B Y G I L E S T H I B A U LT

Exclusive to

Visit our showrooms
CALGARY I EDMONTON I VANCOUVER I divinefloor.com
Photography: Michelle Johnson

avenuecalgary.com
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THE LIST
AS TOLD TO TOMI AJELE

JON
CORNISH

J
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T HE B O W R I V E R
“I think we’re so blessed with
rivers in the city of Calgary.
I certainly enjoy walking along
the Bow River.”
W I NG S A N D NA C HO S AT
J A M E S O NS I R I S H P UB
“I like going there on
Wednesdays. You get those
wings, get them nachos, and
then you’re just sitting pretty.”
AZZURRI PIZZERIA
“I’m a big supporter of local
eats, so anytime I’m thinking
about food, it’s gonna be my
local spots. I truly believe
Azzurri has some of the best
pizzas in the city.”
NOBLE PIE PIZZA
“If I’m not thinking about their
old-school Italian thin crust, I’m
thinking about that Ninja
Turtle-style New York pizza.”
MOUNTAIN GETAWAYS
“My wife and I have, let’s call it
a ‘life-policy statement,’ that
denotes that we have to get out
of town at least once on a
monthly basis. We’re truly
blessed in Calgary to have
access to Canmore and Banff.”

M O V I E S AT C O UNT RY
HI L L S L A ND M A R K C I N E M A S
“The best seats, best layout,
best sound: that’s a premium
movie experience.”
O UT D O O R M E E T I N G S I N
T HE U N I V E R S I T Y D I S T R I C T
“They have a wonderful fountain
with a seating area that’s really
cool. The water fountain actually
eliminates the noise of the road,
so it’s a great meeting spot.”

D A NC I N G AT HA B I TAT
S O UND L O U N G E
“If you’re looking for that
deep-house sound, that easily
danceable music, I don’t think
there’s a better spot in Calgary
than Habitat Sound Lounge.”
KFS BBQ SMOKEHOUSE
“It’s an African-style barbecue
place run by a data scientist
who turned his brain power to
creating amazing barbecue.”
L UNC H B R E A K S AT
C A C T US C L U B C A F E
“When we’re in the office
downtown, Cactus Club is the
spot. We had our engagement
party there.”
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on Cornish
moved to
Calgary in 2007
to begin his
professional
football career with the
Calgary Stampeders. Over the
next nine years, he made his
mark as one of the greatest
Canadian Football League
running backs of his era. With
a record-breaking career, two
Grey Cup wins and a long
list of notable achievements,
Cornish was inducted into
the CFL Hall of Fame in 2019.
Today, he runs an investment
advisory practice with his
wife, and is the co-founder
and president of the Calgary
Black Chambers, an initiative
that supports Black students
and professionals through
advocacy, fellowship, mentorship and scholarships.
Although he was born
and raised in British Columbia, Cornish has considered
Calgary home since settling in
with the Stamps. “After about
three years in the league, I
made sure I was putting down
roots here in Calgary,” he says.
“It was really hard to not view
Calgary as home.”
Here are 10 of his favourite things in and around his
adopted home city.

NOMINATE THE
BEST WEDDING SERVICES
IN CALGARY
Tell us your favourites in more than 35 categories.
Enter your nominations at:
avenuecalgary.com/weddings-services-ballot

STARTING JUNE 21
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WORK OF ART
C U R AT E D B Y K AT H E R I N E Y L I T A L O

T I T LE

Dale Hodges Park
D AT E

Dedicated on June 26, 2019
ARTISTS

Sans façon
MED I A

Natural environment park
and stormwater system.
S I ZE

40 hectares.
LOC AT I ON

2123 52 St. N.W., eastern
side of Bowmont Park.
NOT ES

A

new addition to Calgary’s
system of parks and pathways, Dale Hodges Park is
a natural environment park,
effective stormwater treatment system and surprisingly beautiful spot along the Bow River. In
addition to all that, the park is also a work of
public art, a designation that is less obvious,
yet is at the core of its success.
Charles Blanc and Tristan Surtees, a.k.a.
Sans façon adn part of Avenue's Top 40
Under 40 Class of 2014, were the lead artists
on this project, which recently received the
Canadian Society of Landscape Architects’
2021 Jury’s Award of Excellence, the highest
honour within the organization’s National
Awards program. The park evolved from an
initial focus to reclaim the Klippert gravel
pit and concern about the flow and volume
of stormwater from several communities
perched above the escarpment.
As Sans façon, Blanc and Surtees forge
collaborative, creative processes to bring out
the best from all parties involved: in this case,
74
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three City of Calgary departments, three
design/engineering firms and a construction
contractor. Commitment to such a process
takes time and requires trust, which Blanc
and Surtees had built with the City of Calgary
Department of Utilities and Environmental
Protection as lead artists for the extraordinary Watershed+ public art program.
Sans façon is part of a lineage of artists who
work with the land and social systems. Two
predecessors include Alan Sonfist, who in the
1960s planted a New York City block with
pre-settlement flora for his Time Landscape;
and Agnes Denes, who cultivated two acres of
golden grain amidst Manhattan office towers
for the 1982 Wheatfield – A Confrontation.
Dale Hodges Park puts Calgary in league
with other communities throughout the world
addressing the fallout of urban degradation
and lost spaces. The artists’ underlying hope
for this project was to work in concert with
nature to create a space where people can tune
into the dynamic qualities of the environment,
consider our impact and connect emotionally
to this place. Surtees calls it “a slow space.”

More than four kilometres of pathways
and 300 metres of boardwalks and bridges
thread through the park where designed forms
such as the serene Nautilus Pond and cells of
natural wetlands combine with wilder swathes
of bush, meadow and marsh. The details and
elegance of the infrastructure slowly reveal
themselves, and signs of the health of the ecosystem continue to appear on repeated visits.
The park is named in honour of Calgary’s
longest-serving council member, Dale Hodges.
Speaking at its dedication in June 2019, Mayor
Nenshi called the park “a place of gathering,
a place of wonder, a place of awe.” During the
ceremony there was mention of a moosesighting earlier in the day and birdsong could
be heard nearby, two signs that the park was
on the right path.

P H O T O G R A P H B Y S A N S FA Ç O N

DA L E H O D G E S PA R K

Collaboration between the
City of Calgary Parks, Water
Resources and Public Art
departments and the design
team of the City of Calgary’s
Watershed+ program (lead
artists Sans façon), AECOM,
O2 Planning + Design and
Source2Source; with
construction by Wilco
Contractors Southwest.

Follow us at the
zoo for a new

Zooventure!
e!
Timed tickets are required
in advance – book now at
calgaryzoo.com/Zooventure

#FollowUsAtTheZoo
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